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Statute citator with West annotations and 
exclusive Pending Legslation feature 
Coverage for & 550 states, USCR and CFR, complete with Notes of Decisions 
prepared by West attorney-editors. Viewpending bas  that may affect your VSCA 
' 7.777 
section! r ?Ar usage througll September 15,1999 for dl new and existing customers." 
KeyCite Alert offers you up-to-the-minute 
tracking of cases, statutes and more 
KeyCite Alert automatically informs you of important developments afecting the 
cases and statmes that mztter to you. 
---- 
5-2 monitoring through September 15, i999 for all new and existing customers." 
NLRB: Full coverage of the official version 
Only KeyCite" and: Westlaw" give you all citing references to the official version of 
National Labor Relations Board decisions and the ability to Oispiay those references 
in full text. 
Yodl find them only 
on Westlaw 
For more information on accessing these new features, call 1-800-937-8529. 
"Does not include document reirieval. 
Bancroft-Whitney . Clark Bocrdman Callaghcn 
The trodernarks shown within ore used under license. lowyen Cocperotive Publishing . Westiaw' -West Publishing 
Q 1999 West Group 2-9983-1/&99 

One New Compan 
n l i m i te  e 
Access t o  criticai company and industry research that has set the s t a d a r d  for quality, reiiabillty and com- 
~rehensiveness is now avaiiabie f rcm o?e authoritative source-Thomsor: % w ? c l a l  Securities Data. 
From M&A and !PO transactions to in-depth hrcker research a d  stock ownershp trends, as well as complete 
coverage of the private equity industry, our newiy-combined mi te of products briggs you the soiutions you 
need-oniine, on the Web, or on you: intranet. To iearr: more abcut our products and services, visit our Web 
site at www.tfsd.com. 
18 Confronting the Styles and Needs of an International Cfientele 
Working in a global environment, librarians are constantly challenged to 
accommodate their international customers. Meri Meredith describes the certain 
attributes needed to provide excellent reference service to these library patrons. 
2 J IS0 9000: The Librarian's Role 
If you've seen the Dilbert cartoon on IS0 9000, you might just think it's another 
management fad that takes a lot of time. Chris Dobsor, and Carolyn Ernst explain 
that while IS0 certification does take time and effort, it really can improve a 
company's products and processes. 
31 Shape Up Your Web Presence 
Anne Abate takes a world tour of SLA chapters' web sites. Read on to see what she 
learned. 
38 Spotlight on SLA Members: 
An Interview with Debra Bade, Director of News Research at CNN 
SLA certainly has a diverse and intriguing membership. In this interview, Debra 
Bade, a long-time SLA member, shares some information about her library, her role 
at CNN, and her outlook on the profession. 
42 %FECML SUPPLEMENT: The 1999 SLA Pubfishing Midyear Catalog 
Don't miss your chance to get a ghmpse of the latest books and videos available from 
§LA Publishing. Take advantage of SLA's goal to deliver knowledge into your hands! 
S Executive Outlook 
P ~ t t k g  ti?:: "Sewice" in Cmtomer Service 
6 Making News 
f lt Professional Development Outlook 
Aczess %A's Newest Distance Learning Program from Y o z  Desktop 
49 Copyright Corner 
Axi-Ck?dxvention and The Digital Millennium Copyrigh Act 
Money Matters 
Finance Committee Meets at SLA Headquarters 
On the M e t  
All the News That's Fit to Transrrit: 
?tlblisizirig 23 Elecxonic Newsletter 
Research Briefs 
Map CoUecti~ns on LCkrary Web Sites: 
Are They Cstmer-Focssed? 
Communications Outlook 
Vahe is Cerived from Qxz'ity cf Service 
62 Coming Events 
tit Index to Advertisers 
64 Classified Advertisements 
In Summary 
Summaria ofthe feature artlcies in English, 
French, and Spanidi can now be found online 
at w m  inform~f7bno~t~ook.c~rn 
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lSTl Source is the resuit of New data is added each weeic. A 
merging three 3: CISTI'S suick search pus the inicrmatian in 
best services - SwetScan, front of you, using fewer steps, with 
SwetScan Alert and infoA1s$. opcons for more compiex searches. 
We've taken the worid's best daia- 
bases and combined them into one 
great, service that offers: 
tables of contents for 14,800 
periodicals In all subjects, with 
over ' 9 miJIion article titles 
references and abstracts 
from thousands of journais and 
conference proceedings in 
agriculture, biological sciences; 
chemistly, computer sciences, 
engineering and more. 
And best of ail: CISTi is your single 
source for documenrs from our 
in-house collection, the Iargest Jibraiy 
of its kind in No$!: America. Copies 
are supplied within 48 hours usicg 
the reguiar service, or withir: 2 hours 
s i n g  the urgent service. 
Snis is only the beginning, The new 
name ?eraids the evolution of a new 
sewice that wil soon give you direct 
access to an ever expanding 
uciverse cf digital information. 
the "Service" in Customer Service 
'SU pledges to provide superim customer service to our members and other customers by strength- 
ening and enhancing the irnqge of SLA; delivering cutting-eke programs; returning all messages 
within 24 hours; striving to maintain an error$-ee database; and treating our customers in a courte- 
ous and respec$d manner: " 
I am sure you have seen this statement before. But such a bold promise deserves to be repeated so 
you (the customer) and we (your staff) clearly recognize the importance of our relationship. We at SLA 
headquarters know that we tmly exist because of your membership. It is certainly not said enough, but 
SLA staff is enormously appreciative of the commitment you have made to your profession and your 
association. VJith this there are high expectations of you, as a member, in working to strengthen the 
association and educate your peers on the competencies required to magnify the value of your profes- 
sion throughout the world. The synergy that springs from our collective commitment is the driving 
force behind SLA's success for nmety years. It is the foundation that will serve as our launchpad for the 
new millennium. 
Y w r  :dear zn cup As the membership gathers in Minneapolis, USA this month, the subject of customer service will be 
a topic of extensive conversation between and among members and SLA staff. Yes, our senice to you 
ser,,Jlcf help t;s sray is critical. Yow ideas on our sewice help us to stay sharp and focused on your needs. But your ser- 
vice-to those who need your knowledge, sk i s ,  and intellect-is also a major reason for gathering at 
sharp an5 rocused on the 90th Annual Conference. Wly do we attend? To learn, to network, to share, and to explore possi- 
bilities we might not have otherwise considered. Annual Conference creates human interactivity, pro- 
yw.- reeds.  viding us with opportunities to fine-tune our own competencies. In challenging the patterns in our 
working lives, customer service should be at or near the top of your list of considerations. Your invest- 
ments now will bring rewards tomorrow. 
Customer service is about more than just asking your customers whzt fney want and need. It's 
about more than sending out surveys to determine customer satisfaction. Customer service is about 
stretching to give more than the customer expects. It's about providing value-added service without be- 
ing asked. It's about THINKING LIKE A CUSTOMER! Each of us should know what our customer's ex- 
pect before they know it. If you can crawl inside your customers' minds and understand how they 
think, you can go a Iong way toward truly satisfying their needs. If you can make satisfaction a regular 
habit, you can make your cwtomers allies in the battle for budgets, respect, or any other needs you 
might have. 
Whether you are visiting Minneapolis this month or you're at work wishing that you were, take 
time to create your vision for implementing a better, stronger, more flexible customer service plan. And 
commit yourself and your staff TO meeting the goals of the plan. You can even challenge your staff by 
making your plan known to your customers, just like SLA staff has done for you! 
David R. Bender, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
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3ogovapi, &Warns 
and C r i e s  Zex in 
02 Pg.iii;zer Prize 
Elisabetlz Donovan, re- : 
search editor for the Hiami 
H d d  was a part of the Herald 
team members who recently : 
won a Pulitzer Prize in Lrpvesti- 
gative reporting. She provided 
direct access to many public : 
records and assisted in Intranet 
development a8 within a time : 
frame to load searchable &A- 
bases for reporters to access. 
Donovan also trained ali project : 
members in Autotrack database 
and other public records search- 
es. She is a member of the Ror- : 
ida Chapter and News Division. 
Margot Williams and Alice 
Crites were recelltiy recognized 
5y the Washingtan Post for tizeir 
con&ibution to the m;litza Rize 
winning series "At the Court- 
house." Williams and Crites 
cornpiled records kto a database 
which developed the story. BoL? 
work at the Washihgon Pest in 
the News Resource Center and 
Metro News Section. W # i m  
z ~ d  Cittes are active menbers of 
the Washmgton, DC Chapter znd 
the News Division. 
. . Epbr~zre Crauauif.nt 
- iieijgest Tjy Mai!! 
%A Headquarters has 
learned that someone may be 
using maili~g addresses fro3 
its W~o's Wgo membership 
directory to fraudulently acquire 
valid bank account mmbers ir, 
the United States. H a d  ad- 
dressed letters have been sefit 
from a non-North American ad- 
dress requesting asslsmce ic 
setting ap a foreis bank ac- 
c o a t  to transfer menty fke 
miZion dollars. For assisting in 
this endeavor, the miter daims 
that 25% of the tOQ1 amount 
(about six mmion donars) 
would be paid as a com2ssicn. 
SLA headquarters has been 
uaabk to verify whether t3e 
phone namber iisted in the fet- 
ter is iegitimate. However, SLW 
staff warns agzinsi &&fig t5e 
xm&er, as we have been un- 
&ie tc determice whether the 
perpetrators a n  maki~g money 
from extremeiy hi& tOIi charg- 
es assessed to persons who 
contact them by phone. 
'?he association has re7oa"l- 
ed this to i&e U.S. %stmaster, 
as it $as done wi59 similar 
past incidences. 
if you've received a m a g  
this, $ease mn&d Doug 
Xewmmb, S-Ms Pablic Camc-  
rdcations ar:d P~bEations Se- 
rdor Gkeczor, at doug@sfa.org, 
or by d i g  1-202-939-3696. 
ilection Missing a r 
omprehensive, cost- Eve of the CPFs bed ma@= 
effective, current.  .. zincs, inciuding the acciaimed 
h e  publications of A X E  ~~oh;mcri, WQW avail- 
m e r i c a n  Insti tute able online, 
of Chemica l  Engineers  
(AIChE) c a n  h e l p  you A p o w h g  Ease of @Dm 
complete your chemical BOMs offering presenta- 
technology collection ... ticns imm major techni- 
wi thou t  c a s h i n g  in  your  
total budget. Choose from: cai conferences, and 
specialized training for 
\kdaZuable reference works chemicai professionais. 
from DIPPRe that simpiify access 
to critical process design and operations 
data. 
AMERICAN INSTIWE OF 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 
3 Pork Avenue 
New York, NY 100 i 6-5901 

ince January, SLPa's stafEf has been striving to maintailz the customer service pledge 
that each member of staff signed zt the beginning of the year. 2 i is  pledge, the 
impetus of which was the staff's desire to provide excellent customer service, prom- 
ises the delivery of cutting-edge programs and the staff's determination to provide an error- 
free database. The new Members-Only section of SLrh's web site is designed to help staff 
work with the membership to achieve both goals. 
SLKs Members-Only section of the web site grants our members access to a number of 
valuable benefits. For the first t h e  ever, SLKs membership directory will be sexchable 
online. This electronic directory enables members to locate colleagues and fellow SLA 
members from around the globe. The directory is linked to SEA'S membership database, 
and thus includes the most up-to-date contact infomation available for each of our mem- 
bers. It is updated automatically whenever our database Infomation (such as an address, 
phone number, e-mail, etc.) changes. 
Another useful new service available though the Members-Only section is the ability to 
review and change membership contact infomation online, This service eliminates the 
need to contact SLA headquarters to update information and will help staff in our ezdeavor 
to maintain an error-free database. Access to these records is password-protected for securl- 
ty, and each member will be granted access to his or her membership record only. Also in- 
cluded is the ability to view whether dues payments have been processed, to ~onrcinn when 
memberships expire, =cf to view any past or present commaitsee assigaments or oEces 
held. As added benefits, full-text issues of IPzformation Outlook@ and SERs frequently vis- 
ited Online Job Search are also inclrtded within the Members-Only scction. 
&Tisit the Members-Only section by typing - < ~ ~ ~ ; > i j j j ; ~ . , a l a ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  clicking on the 'Members- 
Only" link. In order to access the section, you will need to provide the PIN that is included 
on the membership card recently sent to you. Look for additional information regarding the 
Members-Only section, including step-by-step instructions for using the sectioa to its full 
potential, in upcoming issues of Infomation Outlook@ and sn our web site. And, if you're 
attending SLKs 90th Annual Conference in Minneapolis, bring your new rnerrhership card 
and stop by the SEA Booth for a demonstration and instmctions on how to open the door to 
these special member benefits! 
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D&B7s Minority-Owned 
Business Directory- 
Northeast Regional 
\Vnen it comes to marker data, 
no one surpasses D&B's Minority- 
Owned Bnsiness Databa~e.~" 
Now you can leverage the hghest 
quality database of minority- 
owned businesses ever com- 
piled on US. companies. Use 
this directory to access market 
segments that include Hispanic 
i\mericans, African Americans. 
Asian L4mer i~m~,  Yative 
AmericansJ and Americans 
from the Lqdim Subcontinent. 
The DiB l~/l inori~-O~wed 
Susiness Directofy enabies 
you to sezrcfi by ethic group, 
geographically and alphabetically. 
Business listing hclude business 
name, address, phone number, 
Stacdard hdustrial Class%cation 
(SIC) Code, number of eaployees: 
primary contact, knctiond title, 
and line of business, giving jTou 
the ability to target, customize, 
and categorize h s  data-whether 
you're looking ta find minority- 
owned businesses LI your neighbor- 
hood or throughut the region. 
Reserve your Referexe Directory 
now. Contact Dux & Bradstreet at 
(800) 526-065 1 or e-mail us at 
dnbmdd@dnb.com. 'visit us on 
the iveb at v~ww,d~b.corn. 
Dun % Bradstreet 
I 1 Loadon Weshington a Paris * New York * Oxfcrd BmsseIs Qiizbec ' 
II 
I Oxford Andytica, Ltd. wvw.cxan.com 
I 1 Strategic Analysis for Professionals 
For over 25 yeas ,  Oxford -baIyt':ca, Ltd. has been kielpkg 
clie~lts iskinimize risk ad maxiriae opportunity. Or;r 
expests provide independent, strategic analysis of key 
economic, politled, financial social developments 
i t\at impact your business. I Analysis that beips z5swer the cues:ion: ''Wnat I-i-appew Next?'" 
Qxiord halytica D d y  Brief 
Cordercnce Calls & Efiefmgs 
Consulting & Reseaxh 
Economlc Forecasting 
In the 3.S. c d :  (800) 952-7665, +he U.K. cali: 01865-261-640 
Choice Magazine's Academic Book Award Winning 
Major Authors on CD-ROM : 
Miguel de ~ervantes .Roberto Gomilez Echevam'a, General Editor 
Walt Whitman . Ed Foisom and Kemeth M. Price, General Editors 
Now W e .  
Primary Source Media's Major Authors 
Wait Whiniuuz and Mgwl (iz Ceriantes, two of L?e ti+& in s five title sefies, 
have hsec c??osen for ChOice Magazine's 1998 Outstafiding Academic Book 
award YGW +&is cificaiiy mlaimecl series is avadable via comerdent web access. 
Major Authors Onlim: Wall Whilmm preserits all of W>ittr,anTs p~bhshed 
w o k  iri t3e ady scholariy edition availabie, New York Uriversitl, Press's 7% 
Cdlected Writing5 of Valt Whim, .  Supporting materials include hundreds 
of manusc~$ images from both the Xew Yo& Pubk Libray and the Li:2rary 
of Congms. AU the eeditians of Leaves of Grass pdbfished during Wlitzax's 
life?he, as well as %o Rivulets, Dmn-Tap, and Sequel to Drum-Taps x e  
kc1.ild-J; a digital fscsiziies. h addition, the MI kx! of wery page in these 
editiors appeaii as imge captioz, er,a!hg researchers to exmine the 
x i g k d  edkiors a".d r e ~ e v e  langiiage, imagery and themes. 
linked, page by page, to facside images which cax be printed or downioad- 
d, Spzish critical editions'of all of Cervates's works are offered with the 
a m t  widely-usedEn&sh translations ane Covmhias's classic 1611 xfer- 
ence work Tesom de la lengua c o s t e l h  in M y  searchable e-text and fac- 
simile. A visually dazzling gallery of over iC@ irages of Don Quixote, from a 
var;ety of cilltwes hclruding Europe, 5 e  W., and Asia, is also included. 
Major AutF~rs Online is flexibly structured to fit y m  Ebay's spec5c na& 
choose one, several or all authors, including Mrginza Woo& Tno Brontes, 
Samuel Johr~soiz ard3mes  Bowell. Specid buyer-+&& pricing is avziiable 
ta promote the broadest possible amssibiIity of these research tools. Access 
to all Pnmary Source Media online databases is &binable through either 
password or IP address author;zation, 
Contact us today for informatim &out a no-obligacon 30-day h d  and charter 
sxbscription. 
Spiirish. 2 contains keyed text of ali Cervantes's works in kii k t  dtions 
w w w . r n a j o r a u t h o r s . p s m e d i a . c o m  
PRIMARY SOURCE MEDIA . The Future of Research The Gale Group 
GArl  atSlA8CII 1 800 444 0799 . www.psmedia.com . sales@psmedia.com INFOPI,LnOIVAccEsS PRlh~ llYSO~RcI,Uiii CCCCCCCC 
Now you a n  bok to FIS for a wodd of information solutions with comprehensive gi3Mf41ic company business and financial 
infomation on CD-%OM, online and in print. Ccvering more than 10,003 US. public mrpratlorrs7 9 @I09 non-U.%. 
wmpanies, and 17,500 municipal entiies: FiS also provides reeif ime SEC {EDGAR@) filings in an easy-access famat 
Hard-"&, ge"L,timely annual ~ p o h  on all mmpania iin cur Company &la Diredf8ntema6;'onai data~ase, avaiieble in mu%-image fomas 
-- 
1-806-342-5647, ex& 7601 
1-23244 3-7601 f Fm. 1-212423-7793 
E-mail: fis@fisordine.com 
iMEBSiS'E: hdfpr:%/www.fise~nline.com -- 
F I S  is  a division of Uergen:, Inc.  Margenl, i n ~ .  is s hroadiy-based yicbai provider sf decision-o:ien:ed, value-added cGnteE1 
and ana!yfie services far both ;r.dividuai and inst i f~t ions l  investors in fixed iccorne, equity and f-tures Wt?x@is. 
Mewber News, f m ~  page 6 
ApIied Yhysics La5oratory 
The Hafsbd. Fdowship w% 21- 
Iow her te conduct mearc3 on 
Knovdedge Management and 
User interfaces-2010 at the 
Digital Knowledge Cencer at 
jHU, Eisenhower G r h a t e  Li- 
brary from September 1999 
through l u x  2000. The award- 
WA, w2s rececdy named % the 
DeposiGy Library Council ts the 
P~blic Prixer. Tne Camcii is re- 
spansi5le fcr advishg the Gw- 
errment Printkg d%ce ($70) on 
issues relzted to pubk zccess ts 
C%V~:&ZXZ ,";Ilfor;?l~oil prod- 
uc3 thmugh <?e Fedad Deposi- 
t oy  Libray R P T O ~ ~ I I  (WLP). 
" .  
~ r e ~ e : e : i ~ i  :s a xembe of the a- 
Ker 1999 update Lxl~des i:ems Ente:cet-5ased resources. The 
psbhshed bemeex jm~a-y 1996 updzte wiE be p~5iished again 
and December 1998,  hick wg by STP oa CD-ROM, Stirling is a 
add 350 cew ci&';iens 3 the meEber of tke PaciEz North- 
bibliogaphy, iniluciing more west Chapter, Bicme&cd Q Life 
references to er;virannen+A lia- Sciences, Solo Librarians, and 
biiity issues ir: Europe acd. "Yviroarnent Q Resource Mm- 
Asia, as we3 as references to - zgenent DMsXons. 
ing of a fellowship process is 2 ci8c Northwest Chapter a d  h- hw%k F!BR% 
I n  the serials acquisition world, a iot of things can go wrong. Knowing how 
to fix them-quickly-is paramount, RoweCom's services can streamline your 
content acquisition, providing direct access to your serials records and a 
minimum of involvement in routine ordering and claim processing. You can 
maintain a complete subscription management system, as you see fit. 
Choose from more than 45,000 magazines, journals, 
over 15,000 publishers, plus 8 miilion books. Choose 
www. rowe.com 
Call 1 -800-ROWECOM, 
and newspapers from 
RovveCom. 
Knowledge %or %*Q : Business Needs 
in February 1999, i worked as a consultar=i for B e  
TmiI Na&J Veterinary and Animal Sciences University 
(Tmb?rAS) in Madras, India (or Ghennai, as it is now 
called). This oppoeaity was made possible throu@ the 
Agriculcdral Human Resarces Development "oject 
(AERDP), a five-year World Bank-funded project invoiv- 
ing agriczltural universities in three states. The ~roject 
was designed to supplement the efforts of the central and 
state governmects of India to improve the competence 
and eEciency of the state agricuiarai eedtrcation system 
and its field-ievel services for f ie  uithate pupose of 
achieving better production. A key component in this 
plan was the devdopment of a modern library and infor- 
matioc system to support educationai acd research ef- 
forts. Through canzcts made whiie serving as a consult- 
ant to the initial plan~ing effort five years ago (which 
took me on a whi~wind tour of both northern and south- 
ern kdiaj, I was asked to retun s the state of E m 2  
Nadc 10 conduct a more in-depth ev;il~ation of their state 
university library system, Specific objectives for x:y con- 
sultancy were to conduct a detailed s&dy af the universi- 
'qy liilibrary in terms of coEection development, adequaq of 
trained staffpower, and zpppriateness of library opera- 
tions; prescribe appropriate strategies for improving the 
efficiency of the library system; and address fume plans 
and directions for the next Ffm decades, in view of the 
giobd ;rend in information techcobgy. 
My work was centered zt the Madras Veterinary Ccl- 
lege (MVC) Li'library, the major library facili'qy in the 
TANLVAS UniversiQ system. 3uring the three weeks of 
my consul'ancy, I cond.kscted extensive int;e,rviews with 
the li'~rary staff and facm':!y members, as wen as wkh 
cmpute: programmers and an architectural design team. 
The resulting repckr i~duded  two major sections. The 
first provided ar, anaiysis of Ii:~rary operations in terms of 
strengths, weaknesses, oppomnitks, and threats in h e  
categories: facilities, staffing, professional deveicgmenr, 
technical services, automation, e~uipment and telecom- 
munications, serJices: management, budgeting, and net- 
working. The second section orrtlined recommendations 
for library improvements that would increase access tc 
and use of inhmatior, technologies bot5 for ~roviding 
better seraice and for more efficient technical operations. 
&so addressed were administrative policies and plans for 
deveioping the iibrsry as a naiiand resource for the bio- 
13$czl sciences. 
Ma6ras:Channzi is t2e cagi'zl of Tamil Na&d and Cle 
f o u ~ i ~  iargest tip ir;, India with a pop~Iadon of about 5.4 
million. This bustling coastal ci@ is iocated in scuthern 
India on the Bay of Ben@. Loc&ed in fne heart of the ciq 
is the Madras Veterinary College whic3 was established ir, 
I903 to grovide care specificdy for dogs and horses, Ncw, 
of course, it serves a m ~ c h  lsrger dientek, kcIuiardicg aEIe, 
sheep, goats, and po2:itry as wen as lac& gets. '&e library 
diesteIe is a % different. It services a faculty m d  s&ff of 
over 630 including univcrsiQr officers a d  tkee  levels of 
professors. Ccurses are &c.&t in tke fields of veteri~ay 
sciences, fisheries sciexees, and basic sciem. fie cnder- 
graduate popula~ion is about 1,939 and gaduates number 
approxhately 30C. Cu~ently. i.?e library is hoased on one 
3oor of the CIinicai 31ock in very cramped quarters. Pas of 
a new educationd building has been desigAated for new !i- 
brxy housing. 7'5% new space w2I p v j d e  a m c h  needed 
home to the Iibray's 35.00C book ti'LIes. Ti?e strerigLh of 
the coKection has made the hYJC l i '~rq7 a primary dom- 
mer;t delivery resource in Iadia for the b;olo@al sciecas. 
The Iibray is mn by a coxmitted s ~ f f  of fac'&y, 3- 
bra rks ,  m d  assistants. %e w x z t  head of the dep&- 
mect of K~rary science, Dr. G. Xajwehu, wI%e not trahed ir, 
infc=aGon science, B an esergetic ad~dnistrabr and E- 
bray promoter* Day to day operation of tile iibrary is r o -  
yided by two 3brariz.m one for books m d  m e  for jcurnds, 
wk2e a tilkd ! i h a k n  is i? chit'ge of the airrent computer 
systems an6 a special sc-~de~t  placeme~t ~ e ~ i e  offer d 
t h ~ o u ~  the library. As a r t  cf the m~dernizZim process, 
tk:e university ad~~ i s t r ae i an  has agreed tc hire additiocal 
iihy staff so more compute-related and user-oriented 
services can 3e initizted. fiJsc u ~ d e x n y  is tP:e devejopme~ 
of an o&e ~5,tabg, ex~mded Imternet access, and &e ad- 
dition of CD-ROM database s w c h  seNices. X?e combika- 
tion of outskie f ~ n d h g ,  a m~xdtr,ed staff, ad scpgortive 
administratas has made it pcssi:~le for tile !i:kiry to m k e  
considerabie progess in Es modernization progsm. 
- George Santayana, U.S. philosopher and poet 
Yearbook of International Organizations 1999-2000 
E&ed by the Urion of ir.?enztio~.d Associations, Bmssds 
,we enter the next cenby, we face a wcrid of A-
< -  :as;-changing technology, econo~ic  uncertai.ties w d  
opportunities, 3rd lop-g-term social and poiiticai probiems. 
- io adtiress these issues, there's a vast network of non- 
profit ir,temationG organizations. And you can find 
i~.formaiion or, them ail - quickly ad easily - in the 
Yewi700jC ofIntmational Organizations 1939-2000. 
Detaiiing everythg from international g d  grocps a d  
business associations to religious orders, 
fraternities and conferences, ii% simply the most complete 
mxce of data on international bodies availabIe anywhere. 
W m e  1. Parts 1 & 2: 
Qrganization Descriptions and Index 
NOW expanded and published in two park! 
Lookilrg for the European Union Liaison Bureau of the 
Xed Cross? MI. toVolume 1, Parts 1 and 2 for detailed 
profiles zmnged d~habeticzily for fast, easy research: 
Cver 32,000 ir,ternafional orgwizations b. 225 
Volume 2: 
International Organization Participation 
Countvy Directory of Secretariats and Membership 
Fkd organizations, contact names ax i  addresses by country of 
secretariat or counw of merrhershia in this usebl 
gecgraphical voliLTe. 
August 1999 3-598-23334-5 c. 1,800 pages $390.00 
Volume 3: 
Global Action Networks 
Directory of Subject and Region 
Identi? bodies mder 4,300 subjects, re@ons or Qyes - 
from A i c a  and agkulture to political parries and trade and 
labor unions. 
September 1999 3-598-23335-3 c. 1,800 pages $390.00 
Volume 4: 
International Organization Bibliography and Resources 
Fird some 15,000 p.~b'dcatior,s by titklz~thor cr sz5ject. 
October 1999 3-598-23336-1 c. 600 p a p  $250.00 
corirltries. 
* Key ogcers, main and subsiCiay addresses, 
telephone, fax, =d e-mail. 
Fms  zvaiiable nowhere else - such 2s 
cwm.rries represented, aims, membership 
stmctue, number of paid and voluGt~y staff, 
h.m~cing, meetings m",d.ore. 
* XEVV separate IndexVolume. 
July 1999 3-598-23333-7 c. 2,560 pages $480.00 
'X ma6wificeatt and mod significant 
,.. belongs in any major rqference 
SAVE UP TO $250 
Order the complete set and 
F+, get !ow v0:umes for 
the prce og thee! 
October 1999 3-598-23332-9 
4-vol. set ~ 6 , 7 6 0  pages 
$1,260 00 
Frst-T~me Standmg Order 
Price $1.134 00 
Yearbook of International 01"ganizah'ons 1999-2000 is a must-b,ave 
resource for libraries, m&i-national companies, research instktes,  embassies, 
xinistries, international l l d  societies and more. o r  more hfomation or to order, 
call 1-888-BOWKER2 today! 
R.R. BOWKER 
121 Chanlon Road, New Providence, NJ 07974 
www.bowker.com 
Are you iooking for a convenient w y  to access SLA's 
cztting-e6ge educatiocai programs, but don't have the 
time LC leave Cle office? Do you wmt the qualily of an fn- 
persoc progam, but budget doliars are scarce this year? 
The Professional Devdopment departnezt w2l iaunck i ~ s  
newest distance iexning progam the Real-time Dfsktop 
Colirszs sponsored by the West Gro-q on June 90. 1999. 
r n T  lmse  exciting new instmctor-led, red-time courses 
doseIy x h i c  in-persoc programs, $2: aEow yon to par- 
ticipate h m  ymr desktop. Each course is schedded for a 
the starting t b e .  Fird a. space where yca wm be con- 
specific dzy and t h e  when you can participate and use fo~Qbk GonErx that this space has a speaker phone and 
a:~dioconferenir:g and web kchcoiogks. a computer WX?I Internet con3ection. Access your c o m e  
On jurx 30 from 200  p.m.-350 p.m. EGT, Steve Aqold, visuals os the spe;id web page set up for your course. 
presidest, Arnold IT .;ill serve izs m r  k s m c o r  for the Take out your izandotr',~ that were sent tc ym in advance. 
course Hot Den& to Energbe Library Service Delivery. .Call the 800 sttrmber a t  the starting time. %is 
h S!e last six to rine mo~tiis, new ccmp~ting z c h i t e a ~ n  ccnne:t yyr, viz a:~diocoxference to the instructor and 
has enabled a range of nem .Laser friendly ap$a~ons 2nd your cimmz.',es. 
tooIs. These promise to revoj.utj.onize the deiive~y of E b r q  Eajoy the C B U ~ S ~ I  The instmctor wili g$Se YOU 
serJices. %is session fsms on t??e foU.ov&g hot &rends: throngh the xateriai keeping ir, xind th.at you are iook- 
DPL, C i a ,  portals, new Lqterfaces: acd neK,v sezcl%ng ing for praekal appiicatisns of tke concepts. 
system to retrieve ini2ormation (text and non-text) . Be an active participmt. There wiE 5e specific ques- 
Don't miss $he Impact of Recent Changes to t'.%, tion and answer segxenb dnrkg C?e murse. To ask the 
Copyright Law on September 21 from 2 0 3  p.m.-330 instrxtor a questio~, it's as simple as pressing a key on 
p.m. or Septeaber 23  fro^: 10:00 a.m.- 11:30 am.  EDT your phorre. Tie operztor w% give you specific directiocs 
(the same Frog&% wYil be presented both rimes) tzugb: or: the procedure dxring the progam. 
by Laura N. Sasaway, director of iawr iibrav and profes- Iz order not to compromise fce interactive m5xe  of 
sor of law, Un3ersity of Korth Carolina Law Librzy Re- these cou:ses, participation in each R e d  time Deskbop 
cent& there were significant axecdments to ~ 5 e  u.S. course is limited. %gistra'Lion materiais are avaiiable on 
For more injormatiori, copyright law which sffec'l Eblaries in a ncrnber of impc- 5ie SEA web site at http:li~~$~~~.sla.3rgip~~fe~§i~naIi 
contact tar,; wzys. This zourse which fomses on :he D@aI Ml- desktop.htnI or by cor,tacting :he Professionai Develop- 
Valerie Taylor lennilim C?py~-lght Act and the C~pyngizt E m  Exte.rp~io.n xent department at 1-2022-39-3679 or by e-mail at 
i;ialeriz@da.org). AcL: examines the chsnges in lihary practices mandated proi'd"de@sia.srg. @ 
t 
.-ri News 8( Business. 
TECHNOLOGY 
EXPERT 
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mws 
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SPORTS 
AGENT 
There's 3.0 t e h g  what yo1~'Il need to know cext in today's praciice. Westlaw" News & Business makes it easier to fiil all ele 
roles your ciiezts and your firm expect of you. With comprehensive business news and ini"omation spec$cally/iror lawyers, you'Il stay 
one step zhead of y o u  opponent. And avoid cosEy mistakes. For FREE training or to learn more, call i-800-757-9378, ext. 65584. 
.,' ..... 
.ttttttt 
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Today, we are all working in a global en-. : 
virsnment; our clientele reflects the dtud 
diversity of the world. In 1976, the Asian : 
erxolhent in higher educational btiPdtions ' 
in the United States was 97,008 students 
and in 1997 that enrollment had increased : 
the United States 1998 p.190). European 
student enrollment has increased !?om 
14,000 to 68,000 for the same period, and 
Lath American students had increased from 
30,000 to 50,000 for that period as well 
@id p. 190). Clearly, we are operating hi a 
multicultural environment. Tfie international 
stuaents informational needs span a range 
from truly simple to extremely somplex sub- 
ject matter and often they cannot differenti- 
ate which is which. What they tnink is a 
simple request may involve hours of re- 
search and what they t h i  is a complex re- 
quest may turn orrt to be quite easy to find. 
The process sf answering a request m y  in- 
volve teaching the workings of databases, 
explaining information packaging, or trms- 
lating a data set ints the vocabuIaxy of the 
particular database. M7e often acts as transla- 
tors when connecting the international client 
to the needed information. As well. there are 
certain attributes needed to provide excellent 
reference service to international clients. 
create a comfort zone for yonu clientele Ciat 
is conducive to leaning. "Smile at people. It 
takes seventy-two muscles to frown, or& 
fourteen ts $ d e w  {http:/ /mddas.cet/  
-barkeril .hmnr). "When truly germbe and 
freely given, the s d e  elicits almost instant 
trust m d  friendship. Xo kcwn can ever do 
thag: m d  it takes so very little effart =d 
energya'' (Crawford, Pa. "CeIebraTion of the 
Smile." Journal & E'msoakWon Dentaire 
Cmadienne 55 (3) : 15% Mar. 1989)- thr: lr,- 
trodnction, a gemre to be seated, or some 
indication ?&zt you have dl h e  t h e  in the 
world vaill heZp Liose living in a "bimed" 
society take a deep breac? and get focused. 
As an example. I will sit d o m  xx t  to Cie 
international person at the m q u t e r  md 
show them how the informtion is orga- 
nized on it. I also show how easy it is to get 
a M-text copy of an article from that com- 
puter. After the session, the stadent has 
more confidence using the compter md 
building search strakgies, I often explain 
how our particular library 1s set xp ';B give 
the student an unnders'ad'ig about the 
"reference shelves", "hdex ta31esn, the 
"periodid roam", m d  the "'st.adks'', 
is the cornthi~ous educational environment 
5 xa-  h wMiI we dl work, so being p ~ &  : p 
mount. The learning process hts a lifebe, 
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With constant change there is constant 
learning thzt can either be fun or very la- 
borious. Try to brainstorm with your cli- 
ents. This creates a proactive environment 
in which students can act as teachers and 
teachers can act as students, both learning 
from each other. When a client feels you 
are taking Clem seriously, they will feel re- 
spected. As Maya Angelou said in her in- 
augural poem, On the Pulse of Morning, 
"Here on the pdse of this new day You 
may have rhe grace to look up and out 
And into ycrur sister's eyes And into your 
brother's face, Your country, And say sim- 
ply Very sinply With hope-Good Morn- 
ing." (hngelou p. 10). When you treat a 
person with. respect it builds their confi- 
dence. For some reason, our clientele have 
difficuliy reading the certain call numbers. 
After six years of dealing with this prob- 
lem, I walk them ta the stacks and help 
them find the item. It is not easy explain- 
ing why HF5415.121 comes before 
HF5415.3 on the sheif. Once they see the 
they have a better understand- 
ing of the structure of the library. 
nt gratification, try 
to slov~ down. Stog to smell the roses, 
they will not be there very long. Savor the 
research and communication process. Get 
to the real question at hand not the one 
first stated. Often they are quite different. 
An international person may hear entirely 
differently than you. This reminds me of 
the Asian student who asked me for the 
ticker symbol for "inter". After a few mo- 
ments of trying tc understand what he 
was saying, I finally wrote "inte1"on a 
piece of paper. His "L" sounded like an 
"R" to me. As a result of this communica- 
tion struggle, he has become an avid user 
of the libray. International students often 
hesitate in asking for help. One Asian 
student said she did not feel smart and 
was afraid to make a fool of herself. I had 
to assure her that it was her job to ask 
questions and mine to answer them. Of- 
ten yon need !:o get the student thinking 
out of their "box". Much of the time they 
are set in their thinking and/or way of 
doing things. The language barrier makes 
this more difficult, but if you point out a 
better way, they can sometimes make the 
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'Lrans%mn. This involves actually teaching 
Cien: aboutdifferent resonrces, which data- 
bases contain which Ends of infomaticn. 
 gain, showing czn make all the difference 
in 5;le wodd k their comprehension. 
Sometimes, I am broxght ~ - o  the re- 
searci? process midway so it is impor"t:t to 
know what prior steps the patron has mk- 
en. I find they are more than willir.g to re- 
trace their steps, During this process such 
problems as a bock being checked out or in 
library will surface. They have 
lexned a vakable Lesson-how to com- 
pletely read. a record. This is no s m d  task 
for patrons new to your library environ- 
ment w%ch is often ~ u c h  more compiicated 
than the regdar public library. At this wit- 
ing, our patrons get to the cataiog via 
telenet and the web. X!ey have choices and 
depending on v&ch choice they make C~ey 
w2E be forced to use t2e keyboard or the 
mouse. \&%en a3 systems zre in a web ver- 
sion they wili not be forced to m d k  a 
choice, but four years ago they only had te- 
Ienet access so <!at is what fley iearned. I 
had a stxdent compIain to me ai?out how 
compiicated the library has become. Revi- 
ously, they had access to ABIllnform err 
CD-ROM, Xow they have access to AWin- 
;"om, Academic Universe hexis-Nexis), 
Business and Industry, Congressiocai Cni- 
verse, Disdosure Global Access, Dow Bones 
interactive, Gale Business Resources, Peri- 
odical Abstracts, Wall Street journd oo@ 
disc, etc. Z-ie Iist goes on and on, The ques- 
ticn, "Vhich coaputer do I use?" gets 
asked on an hourly basis. 
A picture a n  i?e woEh a thousarrd 
words. Show &em whenever possible. I 
wdk the patron to the resource arid show 
them h w  to use it, be it a computer or a d -  
rectory in paper format. I wdk then to the 
stacks and show them how to read a 
number. It is dways hspiriig to me how 
quickly they pick up on this. They, in &ran, 
educate a feilow skdect creatiig a domino 
effect. Internationd students have a ten- 
dency to stick together so if you can edu- 
a t e  one, they will do your job in echmting 
their fellow students, Another strategy I use 
4s to sit them down at the computer and 
point out the steps t$ be taicen, ad then 
make them do Cie actual steps. 
Xepeat, repeat, repeat. I fmd repetition 
redly helps with hternational st;~dents. Ac- 
tive listening s k i s  a x  impcrint here. Re- 
stating the reference question o f  en leads to 
a more tageted cormunication. They 
might not want dl bninrmation on Prcctor & 
Gamble (foe orighrlal question) bt;t wther, 
specsc information on a iawsnit iwolving 
Proctor 5b Gamble. If repeating the question 
does not work, try rephrasing or rethinking 
the information request. Repeat business is 
the rime of the game regardless or" the for- 
profit or non-profit s&E.s of the instktion. 
I see people over and over again bemuse I 
make sure 5ley do not leave Cie librag 
empty-handed. They may have to go to an- 
&er libray, but at the veq7 least they have 
a citation or two in hand and 2 dear idea of 
where they are going. Re2etition enhances 
the lesrning process and makes it easier. 
Any time you make life easier for an inter- 
national skdect, you are a hero! 
is a joy for 
you. It is amaziqg how contagioxs this at5- 
tude ca~r be acd it transkites into a friendly 
ad: wxm environment. Peoge feel isolated 
and lonely, if you can be of any he@ it is 
greatly appreciated. Niore and more, I hear 
p o n s  thak me for my rime. T i ~ e  is sz& 
s preciotis co~~odi ty i ;  patrons are tIzr3ed 
ZI get vdnable help that wilI speed xp thek 
research process. M e n  5kre are lots of 
p p l e  waiting for hdp, i ask who is next. 
This gives evevone a sense of equality. I 
know what 1 am proposir;,g f&es energy 
and going that extra m k ,  Int it is wort3 it 
in the long run. I dss ask them if they 
fcsnd the item for which they were looking. 
If the answer is ri3, we go back to the drsw- 
ing board, I try not to let them exit withost 
the 'ex2 interview, One dient was iooking 
for Iabor costs in various countries, no:: 
wages, but iabor costs which inindudes bene- 
Sts. This is not an easy data element to 
Fad, but one can get some Izbor costs 
+- ,:zlcugh ,. Datistream ori approximateiy 
twenty-five countries. Another patron 
xianted to know a specific company's for- 
,~cJliX COUB- eign direct kvestment in a par+' ' 
try, This is often proprietary hformation 
and may jnst not be doc~lmenkd. 
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: was no longer handling the data. Since he 
spoke in veq broken Engkh, it was difficdt 
s have diffi- for me to understand him. 1 know that many 
We co~municate with our body language culty reading the E,nglish language. Sitting . people out there assume we business librari- 
such as facial expressions or handshakes, - down with them at the computer and read- - ans know about all statistical data. But in 
with our atxitude such as being in a hurry : ing along side them motivates them to work ' truth, we are not economists. He was trying 
or slow deliSeration, as we3 as what we harder at comprehending the words in front - to find something d e d  the Benchmark In- 
say. Direct eye contact is considered essen- . of them. The availability of the Internet can put-Output Accounts for the U.S. I found that 
tial here in the United States, but in Japan, - be discouraging to students. They search it . the Bureau cf Economic Analysis tracked this 
it is wnsidered discourteous and disre- - for hours without .hding what they want. . data. I called the Bureau and fortunately 
spectfirl. Students need to be encouraged to ' Then they come to the re?erence librarian , reached a knowledgeable person who told me 
ask questions. They often need an explana- md get that need satisfied within minutes. where they had moved that data element. It is 
tion of how things work, They need to un- Understanding electronic indices can prove . found in the S m g  ofCup~mtBm'ness. This 
derstand. whzt a thesaurus does and how - a challenge to the international student. process took several days, but I had a happy 
databases are constructed, as well as the . Giving them an explanation of the content . faculty member who comes to me on a yearly 
different Ends of databases-bibliographic, of the database can be enlightening. Also : basis with a highly difficult request. He was 
full-text, stat ist id Does the database con- helping construct search strategies gives . satisfied the first time and continues to re- 
tain citations 3: records? Is it fully func- them a befler understanding of the English . turn-repeat business. 
tional or are parts of it not available? I find - language and the thesaurus concept. 
in a large envircnment like mine it is irn- I a x  sure we have all encountered what 
portar~t LO make the student feel special. I : I call the "bull dog" client. My mentor, John : Patience is a virtue and a little humor 
try to get tileir name and remember it. This - May, former director of the library at Centre . will not hurt either. We had a visiting pro- 
can be v e y  difficult. Again active listening . College taught me ho~7 to handle difficult : fessor from India who spoke minimal En- 
helps convey a red interest in their unique reference questions. He would just walk . dish and who did not even register with his 
informaticn request. Some of them can - around thinking as hard as he could until - department. The documentation he showed 
come q with fairly complicated theories t~ : he found the solution. He would go to the : us was to expire in two days. We found out 
prove. It: is iriqortant to explain why a - card catalog (it was cards back then), he the hard way that he w2s visiting for two 
question is not a quick question. I do not would go to his office, he would go to tech- quarters. The staff showed him over and 
know how many times a patron comes in . nical services. Sometimes thlrty minutes - over and over again how to use some of the 
with a qquick question they have been work- wodd elapse before he could come up with electronic sources, but he just could not 
ing on for h o w  or days! Or they have been : a solution. I suggested brainstorming with seem to learn the systems. He was re- 
surfing t&e net and have not been able to . the patron so they knew it was not an easy . searching human capital aEd the economics 
h d  anything. !n many hstances, what question. One of our faculty approached me . of a country-his country. He had an excel- 
they are iosking for is only in paper format . about a problem with certain data he had . lent command of the French language, but 
in our libray. been tracking for some years. His source . was totally lost in English. He kept telling 
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us he understood when in fact we could tell 
he redly did not undersfmd. I guess ac- 
cording to his culture, it was not okay tc 
say no to a woman. Thank goodness he 
was the kindest person, but it still took lots 
of patience in working with him. I was 
working with a false knowledge base. He 
gave us a gdt from his country before he 
went back home. 
Be proactive. 
o not 
wait for the 
user t 
come to you. 
-. .. : ..: :-. 'Q ~,.. -.>..; .,-.. ., 
. . . < : 
,..., %, .. ... ., ,. >. :>:. !:' ?; 
Be proactive. Do m t  wait for the u e r  tc 
came to you. Go to the user. I Rnd some users 
are reluctant to ask for help. Lr I see someone 
browsing the shelves, I wili ask if they need. 
some help. ,Many times <ley do not k ~ o w  
how to pose the question. This is when inter- 
view sawy comes in handy. I ask if tley are 
looking for ormpany or hdustry information, 
Is it a public or private company, is it a na- 
tied or global auproach, etc. Usually t:& 
gets the j ~~ ices  flowing. Often h e  clients are 
grateful for this proactive approach. 
We must do our research on different 
cuitures. For example, it is better t~ hand a 
book to an internationai student with both 
hands. This way you do not offend anyone. 
I had one As'ian student who refused tc 
read. She wanted me to do aIi the wsrk for 
ber including reading for hen: I told h a  I re- 
alized it must be terribly dmcr;lt for her, 
h t  reminded her that this was h a  reason 
for being in an American university 
Also, hand gestures and body language 
can mew. very different things in different 
culk~res o be very careful which gestures 
yon use. The American "okay" signal can 
become misinterpreted as vdgar or obscene 
in other countries. In many instances, it is 
better to be nore fomzl than casual. There 
is so much violence and crime in the Unit- 
ed States and on television that studezts 
see fife here as very dangerous. Politeness 
can reassure the student- 
Although we streardine irJomaticn, 
Stan Davis, in his book HUG t&s a b c ~ t  
the htegration or" products ar~d services 
such as Levi's Personal Pair program. One 
can have a pair of jems custom made fiom 
any store and it is d! done by cornper, 
They take y o u  measurements, send &ern? 
by computer to their mtting room which 
cuts a pair of jeans to your patiular speci- 
fications and, mas the finished product to 
your home. {Dzrvis p.259, 
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An example of unrealistic expectations 
is when a client m e  into the reference 
room waving a copy of a page from the 
Econom&f which had some Prrrchaskg 
Power Parity (PET) data for seven c a m  
tries. He wated the same data for sixty 
countries on a twenty-year hisiorid basis. 
This index is used by some as an k~dkztion 
of equitable trading of goods and sewices 
across borders and ties in di.edy with the 
arrency exchange rzte. I really did not un- 
derstand the hportmce of this data, b-~t 
three years later, I was st;i gett tg the same 
question! Each the it was a different xser, 
but the saxe copy of the page from &e 
Ecoazgmist. Simx this problez was not go- 
ing to disappear, 1 wntacted the Econo~dst 
Intelligence Unit (EUj  ifl New York and 
asked them &out the PPP. They explained 
they do not compile that information. When 
: contacteci Eli' in the LX, they k ~ e w  hich 
office did publish this data but ceF2idy not 
on sixty countries fcr bventy years. The 
point is the patron hzd an expectation that 
certain data existed and is, the format he 
wanted when this simply was not the case. 
I did find the PPP for many countries later 
in the World Ee~efopmtnf Repork in a b l e  
1. It is knowledge, persistence, and 
getting to the right people on a @&zl basis 
thst turns 3 r e p s &  kto  a s n ~ e s s f i ~ i  result. 
In condrrsion, dl that really matters is 
the kindness we impaz on others. This 
world can be a very scary place especia3y 
at the speed at which we sre living. Many 
internationd dients are not acmstomed 
lo the pace of the United States. If we can 
convey a sense of sharing and caring, we 
can propel G~eir learning expzience. I do 
not know fro= whence my clientele comes 
nor how Iong they have struggled with 
their informationdl need prior to coming 
to me. However, I do know I want them to 
achieve success because when they are 
successful, I am successful too. i-lopefully, 
their research wiil better tke research and 
development process which in esm will 
better t2e progress of their cvdntries 
which in turn will better the wodd as a 
whole. Creating a comfort zone, smiling, 
respecting, slowing the pace, showing, re- 
peating, communicating, beicg proactive. 
prac',icing parience, and learning different 
cultures is necessary when dealing with 
an: internation& dientde. 8 
You're a corporate librarian. 
You can turn a mickel into a dime. 
It's the corporzte librarian's dilemma: Budgets are being cut, yet information needs are increasing. What do they 
think  yo^ are, a magiciar,? Well maybe you are. With Northern Light, you can increase the number of full-text 
sources you have access t o  while lowering the cost of your content usage by 70% or  more. Dilemma solved. 
Scare one for the corporate librarian. Contact us at 800-419-4222 or visit our Web site a t  www.nIsearch.com. 
Major professionals in the 
information industry have moved to a new 
have lei? other sewices tc 
join Dow Jones Interactive. 
It might have some+hg  to 
do wi& the fact Ciat Dow 
Jones hteraccive con&cua!ly 
sets new industry standards 
for Web research. 
The  reason could be that Dow 
Jones Interactive's user interface 
is as impressive and power&! 
as its content set. 
Maybe thep wan: to work 
for 2 compazy that considers 
customer feedback before 
pianning enhancements. 
O r  perhaps &ey sirnpiy enjoy 
beizg part of a winning team. 
Find ont for yourseif what has 
caused smh a stampede. Tzke a 
s e e  tour at djinte~ar8ve.cotam or 
call 800-369-7466 to arrange a 
free trial." 
ow Bones Interactive"' 
. . . . .  . . . .  .. . ............. . .  
Eveything Y ~ L I  Zeaiiy Meed To ;<now. 
f you've seen the Dilbert ' give the proper context to its mission-es- 
cartoon on IS0 9000, you - tablishing standards that are the same 
probably think it's just worldwide. 
another management fad One of Cle driving forces behind the 
that takes a lot of time, . growth of IS0 certification is the global 
geaerates piles of paper, : economy. The IS0 9OOC standards enable 
a ~ d  has no impact on the - designers, manufacturers, service provid- 
bottom line. While IS0 certification does . ers, vendors, and customers to work with 
take time and documentation is a major ' the same set of quality standards, regard- 
part of the process, i: real@ can improve a . less of where they are located. 
company's processes and products. And, , The IS0 standards cod@ what really 
believe it or not, your library may be amounts to common sense. They spec@ that 
ground zero. If you have technical stan- . a company have a quality manual, that peo- 
dards in your library, or if you are respon- : ple be trained in the jobs that they do, and 
sible for suppiying electronic sources of . that management pay attention to what's go- 
standards to engineers, IS0 9000 can : ing on. The presumption is that if a company 
change your life. has a sound quality assurance process, good 
quality and customer service will result. 
There is no single standard called IS0 
IS0 9000 is a series of international . 9000, but here is a simple breakdown of 
quality assurance standards developed by . the IS0 9000 series: 
ISO, a worldwide federation cf national ' IS0 9000-1 provides guidelines and ba- 
standards bodies from approximately one- . sic Cefinitions that describe what the 
hundred countries. [SO is an acronym; . series is about and help in the selection 
it is pronounced "eye-so," The word is de- . and use of the appropriate IS0 standard 
rived from the Greek word. kos, meaning . (9001, 9W2, or 9003). 
equal or the same. The International Orga- : IS0 9001 is :he most comprehensive 
nization of Standards, the official name of standard and is a model for use by both 
the organization wilich is located in Gene- : manufacturing and service organizations. 
va, Switzerland, thought that IS0 would It is used to standardize a quality system, 
Chris D~bson and Car~lyn Emst are principak with F l  Ser~ices, Inc, a libray consult@ 
firm in Dallas, 2xas thatfocuses on IS0 9000 compliance, nee& assessments, and knowl- 
e&e management audits. This article is based on a presentation given at SLAk 89th An- 
nual Conference in 1998. 
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from initid design and development of develop" its prsduct, C-ie headquarters icca- 9002, or 9003) if a third-party au&m h d s  
the desired product or service, though tion, hduding Rm, wouid need ISQ 9001 your organhation fuFds the requirements of 
production, ins'dation and servicing, certification. The bottling plw& need ';Q con- the IS0 90C0 standards. The inciependent 
For instance, General Electric has design form only to ISO 9002. In facg you m reg- ~ W t r  has been trairred w.d is smctioned 
engineers, manufac+icring engineers, a ister a single product line at a site, Some cm- by L93 tG do the assessment. 
sales force. and service techicians. The porations begin the certification process with 
firnctions of each of these groups of e m  a single business unit or produc"; rather thar Taking  ant^^^ 
ployees would be examined under dif- trying to quakfy the entire company at ~nce.  Part of assuring qadity, according tG 
ferent sections of ISQ 9001. IS0 9003 :s for use by organizations :SO, is designing products to cxrent star,- 
9 IS0 9002 is identical to IS0 9006 except that need to show they are ddivering dards. %is soznds Iogicai. What it means 
it omits the requirement of documenting the desired product or service-se~kriae in practice is that someone has to keep 
the designldevelopment process. This ccinpanies and distributors, Like tile track of t'ne standards. Someone has to 
standard is used when a corporation mil order house that supplies you with know who &as vitlat standard. Someone 
manufactures and distributes a product your prescription medicine or a retail has to make s ~ r e  the engkeers have fne 
after the design and development have operation such as Sears. most current standards ava3dAe or that 
been completed. No research or develop- a FinallyI IS0 9004-1 is a baslc set of they h o w  when they are using obsolete 
ment is done at a Coca-Cola bottling guidelines organizations use to standards. If the i ibra~j  is responsible for 
company. That has already been done help develop and implement their quali- supplying standards, flat ssneone is you. 
by the headquarters X&D department. ty management system. IS5 9001 1s r; complex docment with 
"Ncte the flexibility of the ISC 9000 stan- Uom organization becomes "registered" Wen@ different sections, but there's sniy 
dards. Although Coca-Cola does "desig and mder any of the three IS0 stmdards (9001, one small area t h ~ t  concerns iibrarlans. 
Order standard from 
approved vendor 
Enter data in 
acquisitions systems 
I 
Call vendor for 
estimated delivery i 
t b  Information UuRooh June 1993 
Section 4.5 c<overs "Document and Data : Second, IS0 9000 impacts standards you : very reliable vendor, a web page address, or 
Control." (If you are also in charge of . order that will never be stored in the library. , a telephone number that can be used to ver- 
records or archives, you will need to deal . You have to keep track of what you ordered . ify curreng of standarGs from each crgani- 
with 4.16 also.) Section 4.5 provides a way : and for whom, even after you receive it. This : zation that supplies them. 
of establishing and maintaining procedures . facilitates updates and labeling of obsolete . 
to ensure the standards are: : versions. Now you have to catalog everything : Put tfng f t in 'Wrftfng 
* AccessibIe-You need to know where to . you order. There are no particuIar format re- . Documentation is the major task associ- 
locate them at aB times. You also have to . quirements for catdoging. 50 9000 is vague . ated with IS0 certification. IS0 stipulates 
make sure that those dmuments can be : enough on the derails to allow companies to : three levels of documentation: 
accessed easily by ail who need them. make the system fil: their requirements. Level I is the company's policy manual. 
Updated-Many corporate libraries : If you do keep obsolete standards in the : Your only concern with this level is to make 
have standards in the library-either ' library, extra care must be taken in your . certain the librarian is listed as the person 
paper or electronic copies. Very strict . shelving arrangement to make users aware . responsible for document control. 
prcadures must be followed to make : of the difference. Stamp them "obsolete," : Level 2 is the quality manual and noth- 
certain they are controlled properly and . shelve them separately from current stan- . ing directly concerns you. 
the obsolete versions are clearly . dards, and use folders or binders that are Level 3, however, is operational proce- 
marked. tVhy not just get rid of those ' different colors to distinguish between cur- ' dures. This is where you document how 
obsolete documents? There are several . rent and obsolete. When you receive stan- . you actually acquire, catalog, shelve, circu- 
reasons you might w a ~ t  to keep them. : dards on CD-ROM, label the non-current : late, and update the standards. The basic 
1) If y3ur company manufactures high- . jewel cases ar,d store them separately. sections of a Level 3 document are: 
tech equipment for developing countries, it . The most difficu1t aspect of IS0 compli- . Pu~pose: the why part of your documen- 
may be mmufacturing to obsolete stan- : ance for the library is keeping the standards tation. For instance it might say "to define 
dards became the country's infrastructure . current. If you have paper standards, there - procedures for controlling external docu- 
won't support: the latest technology. are updating services that alert you to new : ments obtatred by the library staff." 
2) Ycur co~pany  may support older . revisions. In addition to using an updating - Scope: concerning the areas, people, or 
equipmeat and the support people need to be . service, you must be prepared to advise an - documents affected by the procedure. In 
able to answer "why does it work this way" : engineer at any t h e  whether a particular : our case, the documents are technical 
questions based on the older standards. standard is current. Regardless of whether . standards issued by external organizations 
3) Your legal department may require the format is paper or electronic, you need a . and acquired by the library staff. 
that ycu retain older standards for use in 
product liabity lawsuits. 
These are aU valid reasons and there are 
undoubtedy more. 
Controlled, regardless of format (paper, 
eIectzoaic, or other media)-In order to : 
implement the provisions in IS0 9000 
standards, someone needs to monitor 
the we, storage, an6 currency of all 
copies of external standards being used 
by :your company. 
Putting IS0 into Practice : 
Standards are available on paper, on : 
CD-ROM, or through web-based services. 
You may bave m y  or all of these formats. : 
IS0 9000 impacts your standards acquisi- 
tion procedlrres in two ways. First, you 
must know what revision of a standard : 
you need. When an engineer asks for a . 
certain version of a standard, ask if he 
wants the most current version. He may 
not realize the standard has been updated. 
Designing to the wrong standard has a : 
negative impact on quality, something IS0 
is designed to avoid. 
rururu.inforrnatianoutIooh.com 
TRAINING WQRK SHEET 
Cataio6no software: EmpLoyee shall demonstrate 
corred e ~ t i y  of a new document record, reasion of 
an existing document record, ioca5on of a document 
record, and generztio? of a !:st of documents 
according to specified c~teria. 
Orculation records: Empioyee shaii demonstrate 
identification ir: the drcuiation records of the 
borrower OF a particuiar document. 
Docume~t swoliefs svstem: Employee shak 
demonstrate iogging cll m the webbased system 
and identifying the currency of a particular 
document cn tae system. 
Location of docoments: Empioyee shaii 
demonstrate ability to Locate tki  foiiowing items: 
Current documents in hard copy 
Obsoiete documents in hard copy 
"Watch list" notifications 
List of contacts for standards currency verification 
Obsoiete documents on C3-ROM 
When ai, requireme" are met, employee and supervisor sign and date below. 
This form wii! be retained by the iibrary manager. 
EmpLoyee's signature: Date: 
Supervisoh signature: Date: 
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ResponsibiIities: the job titles of the indi- implement all rocedwes before the audit. IS6 9030 initiative may be the corngeMng 
viduaIs responsible for cmyiig cut the pro- Wortunately, dmment antroi is one of the reason to discard those outdated materials, 
cedures. The library manager is responsible two areas of weakness most frequently iden- I50 9000 WX be the rationale to update 
fm control of the external documents. Em- cied by the audit (train'ig is the other). Be- your standards co2ectioc. 
ployees who borrow antrolled doamerfs are muse domment control is mentioned so oExn IS@ 9000 also enhances your job securi- 
responsible for returning them tc the iibrary. in all sections ~f IS0 9000, the audiror w3 ty since the libarlan is officially listed in 
Reference documents: s u d ~  items as the often come to Cle Iibrary foZIowirg 2 ''trd," the ?,SO 40W level 1 document as 51e cm- 
Procedure for Writhing Procedures (part of He or she wiIl sded a process a d  foUow it tro3er of documents. As a resuit, your job 
the Quality Manual), and the user manual from the beghr&g @ the end, eqloling side has b e c o ~ e  ac  150 9000 requireaent. 
for your library software. Include any docu- trails to ensure compiiance with procedures. 
mentation that is used in doirg tffe job. '%ere are some cations for the a&. 
DeJniabns: all the iibrary terminology in 6 mer: the azditor asks you a question, your company does 
your document. Inckide term such as li- answer oniy that question. 'When you not akeady have IS@ certirlcation, it wi3 
bray catalog, IHS Telecom Standards, CD- offer peripherai information, you mzy soon. If yozr coxpany is akeady certified 
R9M, ILI Updating Service, etc. be opening yourself to additional ,rob- md  yrs escaped fbe process, don't &id< 
Procedure: the amal  steps &at m a t  be ing questions. yoa a n  relzx. To zaimiir, its certification 
foilowed. The level of detail should be SUE- 8 Follow you: procedrrres. If y o x  ac- your c o m p ~ y  will undergc a coqIete a d i t  
cient for a new person to read the document lions don't match the written pprce- er7e1-y &see to fow years. Fird out who over- 
and understand what has to be done. Proba- dures, you will be cited as belng out sees the IS0 proass for yom company tad 
bly the best way to approach this section is tc of conformance. s6arb workhg to bring your Kcray kto  com- 
write down all the steps you perform for each Always have a wrizen record docu- pliance. You don't want to be ir; CZe position 
activity related to the standards. Frrsf now- menting d training, even on-tile-job of one of 9x1 clients wk:ich was ready to bid 
chart the process. 1t doesn't have to be fancy training. Eqndy important is to be able on a multimiliion-dollar projectw5en they 
(see figure A). You only need two shapes- to produce any written report men- discovered the w a e r  had to have !SO certi- 
rectangles for processes and diamonds for tioned in your procedures. Zcation. Our dient decided it mdd  csmpiete 
questions. Now it is easy to list the steps. Make sure eveqyone has read and un- tik ceS%xitiot., process ir, six aonths, d- 
When you have completed <he proce- dersmds aE of the procedures. They C~ougi'z most comp~qies spend two years on 
dures, ask someone outside the library to should also know where the witten Lie task. When we got their &I, they were 
rmd them. If you have to explain why or procedures manual is and be able to re- &eady in month three. Someone had just 
how you're doing somettting, that explana- fer to it if there is any doubt. discovered tile libmy %ad s m d z d s ,  W the 
tion should be In the document. policies and proceckres had yet to be estab- 
The instructions should include the re- lished, documented, and With 
tention period for your catdog, circxiation a iittie planning, yorr adjust you; proce- 
records, and the standards themselves, The IS6 9000 izres, &a% your documentaticn, md pre- 
final procedures docament will include pix- sounds like a iot of work, you're right. it is. pare for c?r, audit whiie coctiicing to sexe 
es for approvd signatures, copies of any But ISO 9000 czn benefit both you and your custcmas. d o ~ g  the way, yo3 may 
forms mentioned in the instxctions, and a your library. It gives you added visiVJity* discover opportunities for ;mpmements and 
revision number. Your role in the product des@ process will effZe~c%es yorr never woccid have noticed 
For those tasks f iat  do not aecessarily be more obvious to management. Y m  wiii without fhe prompting 3f IS0 9030. 
require an M.L.S., you wiiI $so need Train- have an oppoort.nity to demonstrate your 
ing Worksheets. These are relatively skins in orga~izing material and document- 
straightforward checkhts designed to veri- ing procedures. Y ~ u  UiiZ serve as a modd in arrett. Qua&& )Ran- 
fy that the empioyee performir:g a task document control You will be invited to 2t- q e i 3  Compiete Gaiefe tc~ IS0 9000, En&- 
kwws how to do it correctly (see figure 3)- tend or serve on comTittees because of wood Cliffs, 31, Rentice Hz& 1993. 
Once the procedures doanent is con;;. your expert knowiecige on ho-N to store and Koyle, @avid. IS8 9000 QuaIip @stem 
pIete, make sure evesyone on yor;r s+& wf?o retrieve information. One records manager Assessment Hdn&ook, axford, Butter- 
handles standards is intimate with C?e proce- impressed her management so mnch at an ~ $ 5 3 -  Hehemann, 1996. 
dures. One of the tasks of the IS0 zudittr is initial IS0 9060 meeting that she was ap- Peach, Robes W. and Ritter, Diane .The 
to read the procedures documents and then pointed team leader for the effort m d  even- fWemcy Jogger 90&FM. Methuen, ivL4, 
see if the steps are actually being followed. &ally was named eapioyee of the year. GO&/&PC, 1996. 
The iibrary wili dso benefi Bom the Additional sources, information on the 
added scmtay of document control. Zlis librariaF,'s roie :c IS0 9060, and l i d s  to 
The dreaded audit. The auditor observes may be your oppor?mity to recormend zn SO-related sites, mn be found on the IS0 
activities, documents the observations, and upgrade to your automated: library system section of cur web site: m . n e t c s r n  cox1 
repom the results. Therefore, it is vital to in order to facilitzte doc-~rnent co~troi. The -flsmcs. 8 
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S T O R Y  
When Librarians at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
San Francisco Needed to Extend Their Economic 
Information Worldwide, They Chose Inmagic. 
empowering their patrons to 
.!. <>. 
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browser. The bottor&lRe? . .. Since these libr 

everal months ago, I started on 
a project to locate, visit, and 
evaluate the web pages of all 
chapters of the Special Libraries 
Association. This project was 
an effort to determine the health of the SLA 
chapters based entirely upon their web 
presence. The resub of this world tour as- 
sisted me in learning more about the fifty- 
six chapters of SLA as presented to mem- 
bers and outsiders on the web. 
The web presence of SLA is strong. The 
majority of the chapters have web pages : 
that they use to convey information to their . 
members and to the public. Some chapters : 
are doing some at;-emely innovative things 
on their web pages. 
First, some statistics on the SLA chapter 
web presence: Forty-five of the fifty-six chap- 
ters have a web page. ltYo more chapters are 
planning on developing their web page soon 
(a few more have appointed committees to 
work on the project). That means eighty per- 
cent of the SIA chapters wiIl have a presence 
on the Worlc'. Wide Web this year. All of these 
pages are l i e d  from the main SLA page. If 
you want to do some exploring for yourself, 
you can start at: http:llwww.sla.org/mexber- 
shiplmapslaff.htm1. All of the chapter pages 
are just a couple of links zway from here. 
There are some interesting things to 
learn in this tour of the web pages of the 
Chapters. Some of these ideas could easily 
be incorporated into your own web page 
Anne K. Abate is the Librarianjor Dimmore & Shohl LLP in Cincinnati, Ohio. She was 
the Chapter Cabinet Ch~zi.~fir SLA in 1998-1999 which inspired the researchfor thB ar- 
ticle. Besides herJiiI1 time job as a librarian, Abate serves as an a&nct professor at 
Xavier University, Nova Southeastern University, and the Universip of Kentucky. She 
teaches in thefekis gbotlz Librag/InJonnation Science and Zt@ormation Technology. She 
can be reached at abate@$&. nova, edu. 
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design efforts Of course, there are many 
commm elements of the chapter web pages. 
Most include a Iist of officers and committee 
chairs. Some provide contact information 
for these individuals. Many chapters are in- 
cluding 2 lnk  to their recent or past bule- 
tins or newsletters. Some provide meeting 
minutes or reports from recent meetings. A 
few chapters have been fortunate enough to 
have members in the news so they have in- 
cluded speeches from outstanding members 
or feaure articles on their members. Many 
chapters are beghning to put their proce- 
dure mamais on the web. 
Xer. are some of the more interesting 
tilings chapters have included that you may 
want to investisate: 
The Arizona Chapter includes links to the 
web pages of the2 members (http:l/ 
www.sla.org/c~apter/caz/mempages.html). 
The Florida and Caribbean Chapter does this 
as wel (http:/~~~w~r.sla.org/chapter/cfc/mem- 
bers/in&v-pages.htm). This is a great way to 
ihstrate the diversity of SLA membership. 
The European Chapter is so proud of 
Cieir board meabers, they provide pictures 
of them on their page (http:/lwww.sla.org/ 
~hapterice~rlboardlboard~htm) . It is diffi- 
cult for a larger organization to provide a 
more pssonal touch for its members over 
the web. This is a good srart. 
Does your organization have a logo? 
The Maryland Chapter sponsored a logo 
contest last year (http:i/www.sla,org/chap- 
terlcmdi). Contests and surveys really help 
to get y o u  aembership involved in the 
content ar,d development of the web page. 
The Vortl: CaroIinz Chapter has included a 
consolidated calendar on their web site (http:/ 
/ils.unc. cdu/ncsLa/nchome.html). They incor- 
porate tile dates fro-orr, the local library school 
along wth their own events and §LA associa- 
tion events, It's one stop shopping for the 
meeting planners fn Xorth Carolina. 
Have you ever wondered which local 
chapter of an organization you are sup- 
posed to join'? The San Andreas Chapter 
provides a map of their area and the areas 
of surrou~ding chapters (http://www.san- 
andreas -sla.org/sa/sa-index.htm) . N3 more 
guessing! They also provide some other in- The Southern California Chapter includes an 
teresting graphics from this link including a audio message from their president (http:ll 
graph of membership growth over the last www.sla.org/chapter/cor/). They are also 
fifteen years. doing some other exciting things that are 
The Central Ohio Chapter has included worth checking out. 
a partial membership directory on their The Toronto Chapter web page is anoth- 
site (members aames may be withheld er one to watch (http:/lwww.sla.org/chap- 
from the online directory upon request) ter/ctor/index.htmlf. They are making new 
(http://www,sla.org/chapter/ccno/ announcements about their web page every 
directory.htm). This is a great way to help week. One gxeat place to check out is their 
the members of the organization keep in Librariay's Resource Centre (http:/l 
touch with one another. www.sla.org/chapterJcto:/too~~ox/rescurce/ 
Have you ever wanted a personal invita- index-htd). It provides a broad collection 
tion from the president of the organization? of resources to assist in research. 
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The Western Michigan Chapter includes : have high blood pressure or high choiester- 
thek "Web Site of Cqe Week'' on their page 01; bnt it is more likely for an individual in 
(http:!!www.msn.edu/nser/wmichsIa/). . great skape and of the proper we@; to be 
This is an exampie of an organization hdp- ' ir, good 3eaEn.j 
ing the members to expbre the web. How do you measure the ;leaI% of a 
If you want to voiunteer to hdp out the Si- . web page? There z e  ssverai 'mporttnt ic- 
e r a  Nevada Chapter, their volunteer form is diators of web page vi'caiicy' Tnese are by 
available o r h e  (h~: l /~~~i .dcn.htz~s.ca .us/  . no means the only sigm of health of a web 
-%ray/Sierra.htm). %ey even proede s~g-  ?age or an ~ r g ~ i z a t i o n ,  but they z e  a 
gestions of the cormittees that cmentlyr good start: 1) The page is bekg updated 
need help. : freqnently. This does not necessarily mez 
The Eastern Canada Chapter has pro- every day, or even every week. ;"he recom- 
vided the Arst biiicgxa1 web presence of mended ~ ~ p d a t h g  frequency is dependent 
the Chapters (h~://~mw,sia.orgichapter/ : upon the content of the page. If the content 
cecn/;. Bien fait! chmges o x e  a ye= (e.g., iisthgs of of&- 
Oregon Chapter has a "xenbers us ) ,  the page should be updated once a 
orJy" section 03 their web page (http:/i . ye%. If the content changes on a regdar 
m.sl~.orgJchapter!cor/). But, since I am . basis (e.g., monthIy zeethg notices) the 
- c : a ~ @  up& Ag . .: <<A xot a member, 1 have no idea what they gi page should be Besigned to be u p h e d  at 
keep in there: least once a month. NotEcg squdches ps- 
These are just a handfd of examples of 1 teneial interest more :ha out-of-date infor- 
paas ~ 3 2  &c Lie exciting web page ideas put tc good . ma~cn .  2) T;?e page provides useful liitks +a $4 a 
.$:+ use by Cie chapters of SLA. Along the way - to other pages and (most impcrtantlgr; %ese 
on ~ : y  chapter web page tom, I also picked links are ZG stZZ active. Bad. !inks are v e y  
$i a$;$@$-$ up quite a few best practices of we3 page good indicators of a web page is not behg desigx These were corngiied from the . kept cul?-er:t or is not being maintained 
good practices being foilowed by some of . properly by the owner. 3) The ownership of 
g x : : .  @bs he$~p+$ so.$ the chapters, as well as the glaring needs the page is dearly i~dimted and 5le respon- ... .& ..d . 4: 5 a .Ad ,. .. .. made cb;.ious by &sakes on some of t j~e  ' in&$&$ is easy i d & @  and con- 
pages. Many of these fine points of design 3.6:. Organ'zations that kee? 5kir pages 
. ..: :.> .. may seem obious to experienced we3 au- . up-to-date are proud of them and do not sfabj#j$#j :?" >:*. 
. , <  , , , . x a u . 4 .  % # , $  &&$  
:.<, 
thors, but they a n  be excellent remhders n;ind being lirked ts the page. In a similar 
to ail web authors and surfers dike. A web way, the individual responsible for main- 
,: Y 
page may sewe as the ir:trodndion or . laicing a page wili be proud of a g o d  page 
p- Y'C Y" C' 
>: <e9 p$ 
~ r q & l $ @ t 6 & v y .  "dIing card" for sm organization, It is im- and -& was6 to bave tkeir c a m  on it. 
p c a x  to keep this tool up-to-date so that They w% aiso be receptive 3 constructive 
the best side of the organization is always suggestions pv ided  by surfers and nsers 
reflected. First, why do you need a hea2hy :y of the information. 4)  "Mifiat's New" lists 
web page? siouid redy be +&king about new things. 
listing of "Coming Atractbns" shouid 
cot iist things that are in the past- ?&e?ting ' hvouncemene shouid tzra kt;, Meeting 
Repods after the event has occurred. New 
and exciti~g flings should be repo~ed on 
"What's New" lists. If not, why wodd any- 
one care to read further? 
A good web page mA be used to assess 
the hedth and stability of ZE or@aaeioa, 
does not mean that m organization -with 
a bad web page is unhealthy; but it would be 
mmlt for a nxhe&thy or unprod~&ve or- 4 
garjza.:ion t~ support a? excellent well pres- Bzsed on these basic indicators of good 
ence. (An anaiogy: Being ovem~eig;?t and out 3eakh and the examples provided 3y the 
of shape does net necesswily m a n  that yyo chapters of SLA, <?ere are several siapk 
For the first time ever, all of Am Jur"- forms, practice Am Jur Proof of Facts (AVJUR-POF) 
materids and references-are interlinked and cross- Am Jur Trials (AMJUR-TRIALS) 
referenced together in a sizgle ordine location: American Law Reports 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th and Federd (ALR) 
is interlinked with the Am Jw collection. 
America= Jurisprudence 2d (AMJUR) 
Am jm Legal For i~~s  (AMJUR-LF) All of Am Jw. Only on Westlaw'. A masterpiece of 
@ Am 3 1  Pkadicg and Practice Forms Annotated mtegation. And a powerful new research solution. 
(AMJUR-PP) 1-800-757-WEST ext,. 65594 
Boncroit-Whitney - Cicrk Zoordrnan Coliaghan 
Lawyers Coopero:ive Publish;ng . Westlowm . West Pubiishing 
% ' 9 9 9  We11 Group -9953-0/4-99 j985620 The ermdemarks shown w i h n  are used unde: Iwmse 
WST' 
GROW 
steps that you can take when desigdng a : page. Orgardzations also need the depend- 
web page that wiI! give it the appearance of - ability that cmes from haa i~g  seven! indi- 
good health, wen when you do not have . .d.ilals cross-traked in the skills necessary 
the time or resources to keep tack of it as to maintain G k  we3 page. It vmdd be crush- 
often as you would like. ing ts develop az outstmdi~g web presence 
based entirely on the hgenuiw and cream- 
ty of one  ember-then have that member 
transfezed to a better oppofi~nity ir? another 
state. Orgrnka~ons live by comiEes .  Use 
s coxmittee for the web B we:. 
Active organizations can have a busy 
and ever-changing schedule of events, 
Rather than trying to keep up with each mi 
meeting or evefi as it occurs, include an gg 
annual calendar of events on the web page. 
In this way, outsiders can see how active 
your organization has been in the last few 
months, and insiders m check where t3e 
next xeeting wili be held. This information : 
vrould only need to be updated on an annu- 
aI basis, or when some of the de&ds 
dyange. This Is a great way to seem oE top 
of things when you don't have Lie resourc- 
Dice a lesson from the §LA web page 
(h~://mw.sla.org/whatsr:ew.'a~), main- 
Ph z mnni1:g list cf New" i r fo r~a-  
tion. L? this way, even if yo2 don't have t h e  
to ~pdate the list on a r e@k bas&, readers 
annot ace~se ycu of haking ar: old list. YOG 
just never take wigking " c P  the list. If  yo^ 
attempt to have one L6wh~t's new" kern on 
es to update the page on a regular basis. : your page, what do you do when nothing 
new happens? A mmkg list aliows you to 
present that hsy and happy bage  again 
a ~ d  Ieok back on d of the geat things that 
hzve happened to your org;a~izaSon, 
Figure out the infomation you want to 
provide and then see if it is already avair- 
able. organizations do not have the re- 
sources tc maintah extensive directories, 
information lines, or empicymertt listings. Although this review was dkeced at tke 
Look around for other online listings that web gages of 5 ~ e  chapters of the Special Li- 
cover yonr area and ask permission to link braries Association, t k s e  are lessons that 
to those existing lists. Consider pooling could be adapted for dl orgznizations. The 
your resources wit! other area organiza- web is z growing and evoiv3ng force. We 
'Lions to maintain a joblie for the area. See are d iearning the best xethods of provid- 
what your State Library has to offer and de- ing k f o m a ~ o n  csing &is tool. Lessons GE 
termine if a link to their page wili assist be learned in many e n v k o ~ ~ e ~ , G .  As spe- 
your rnembers and other visitors to yoar ciai Ebrxians and i~formation ~rofessicn- 
web page. Try something like ffie consoIi- ak, our skiri set con thes  to increase. It is 
Gated calendar in North Carolina. There is a good idea to remember these simple x k s  
no need for multipIe gronps to maintain the of web page design since you never know 
ssme information. when .'web page developer" will be added 
:c your jgb description. 
I am pieased to report that the web pres- 
ence of tfie Special Libraries Association as 
Tihere are many excitbg things &at can : reflected in i-ls ellapiers is s heaK~y one. 
be done throlrgh the wonders of the web, - Through the hard work and determination 
probably more than be accomp'iished by of our chapter web developers, the assoda- 
just one person. Apgoint a committee or a . tion checks ont as fit ready to conqner 
t ez r  to deveiq and na'itairi your web the Internet. % 
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Web Links to Full Text 
with from Sil verPlatter 
Access electronic journal articles with ease and convenience right at your desktop! 
tSIBg;erLi~Heez-T" gives researchers the power to navigate seamlessly 
from bibliographic records to full text articles via: 
b Links to electronic full-text articles 
b Links to local holdings information 
P. Links to preferred 
document delivery suppliers 
b Links to local electronic collections 
eal Time Deslzrt~p Ace 
or Researchem 
With a single search statement,you can view the 
bibliographic record and link to the full text of 
the article - not just to the journal or its table of 
contents - while sitting at your desk. Or simply 
click to see if your library holds the journal, or to 
have the document delivered. 
... . 
.I : 
. .~ 
. . 
. -. 
.. .. - ,,, ... . .. - 
Link to Pre 
The tSiP~re~L:dnRer database contains over 300,000 
links to a growing list of services and more than 
1,500 electronic journals. Links are dynamically 
created and updated each time you search. 
Sfive~LinRes~ technology combines the ease of 
use, control and integration of local systems with 
direct access to remote information without 
incu~ring duplicate journal subscription fees. 
Journa.1~ and links are added daily - 
for the most up-to-date list of .,.,. .,.,. 
publishers: subscription agents 
and journals available through 
Silae~L$s%ker, visit our website: 
www.sil~;erpla tier. corn 
Riv rer Ridge Drive, Norwood, MA 02062 
Tel: 800-343-0064 / Fax: 781-7694763 / E-Mail: info@silverplatter.com 
~fomatim Outlook staff took some t h e  to &at witk 
Debra Bade, &rector of Gews research at CNN (Cable 
News Network). liwl SLA nmd?er since 1988, Bade is an 
active member of t3e Kews Division and t5e Georgia 
Chapter. Here, she shares s o m  information abozt her E- 
'crary, her role at CXN, and her oi&sk on t!e profession. OU: 
thanks to Debra for leattiag g:us get a giimpse into her busy iaform- 
tion center, 
CXN's Library provides research services {bcth 
video and irer"ormstior, research) to CXW staff and :a the broader 
Turner Broadaseing organizatio~,. IG place since the creation of 
CNN in 1980, oar facilily developed as bo<l a news research center 
and a corporate libray with the primary foct;s b r i g  C!e CXK net- 
wcrks anci the Lmediate needs of newsroom staff in developing 
news packages and programming for am 24-inoeaa news network. 
Other dients include Turner Eu'etvaorll Tele~ision, Ca~rtasn Network, 
Ttrrner Enterttiment: Keports, acd ot~ers.  In ow corporate library 
reie, we often pmer on projects with units ssch as sales, market- 
ing, or strategic @axankg to explore xaew b ~ s h e s s  ventures or pro- 
vide orripetitiye inteiigence. 
j we are grouped together with CNN's Information Technology and 
Interactive units and report to Scott Teissler, Chief Information Of- 
ficer and Chief Technology Officer of Turner and CNN. 
on CNN and &en conduct pre-interviews with those guests. The 
typical goal of the researcher working with the booker is to check 
out the credentials of guests, uncover anything whch might make 
CXN reconsider using someone as an expert or guest, and discover 
or flesh out opinions or comments to pursue during an interview. 
Other common researcf: requests are for biographical information, 
statistics, general background information on a topic, or company . with a variety of other projects; doamentation assistants who view 
financial infomation. video and create an abstract or description for our archive database; 
Yes, dl af C?e research we do is time sensitive. Being a 24-hour and clerical assistants, I oversee our research efforts and Dina Gun- 
news rietwork means we face constant deadlines throughout tile . derson directs our archive operation. In addition, we have a small 
day. During breaking news events, we have only a few minutes to : team of people who make up CNN Imagesource and handle kens- 
locate  he information needed before a news report will air. The . ing and sales of CNM footage to external customers. 
same ti$& Cetclihes often apply with regular programming as story . The department has maintained a slow growth pattern in recent 
ideas and tcpics change frequently during the course of a day. Wlth : years. As is the case with many iibraries however we would cer- 
long-forrn programming or investigative pieces, we normally have . tainly love to add more personnel. iD. order to respond to all the 
more lead-tine. One of the challenges for researchers is to prioritize projects on tap. 
incoming research requests quickly and respond immediately to 
high pricrity requests while at the same time not losing a beat with 
other less urgent questions. 
... . . . .. . .. 
CI ;... 
provide research for any and all of our programming, . hours of news onsite everyday and this arrangement has worked 
including ov,r general news production group, and programs such , well for us. FDCH delivers CNN transcripts to the Lexis-Nexis ser- 
as Crossfire, Larry King Gve, Show3iz, etc. vice where they are exclusively available to researchers. We also 
have a portion of our archival footage stored off-site and work 
closely with our storage facility to coordinate delivery of footage as 
needed for air. This is not an ideal situation since sometimes foot- 
age simply can't be delivered as quickly as needed, but without ad- 
equate physical space to house the entire collection at headquarters 
rent events is critical in performing . presently we have no choice but to maintain some of our less fre- 
: quently used footage in other quarters. 
scanning incoming wire stcries in our newsroom system during 
the day. .A typical day for one of my researchers would be spend- 
ing four or Eve hours on our Research Desk fieiding calls fcr 
video o :  infsmation research, During hours off the desk there are truly global organization with staff members 
projects such as book cataloging, circulation, vertical file, and 
indexing video records in om archive database which must be London, Havana, and other international locales call our research 
maintained. desk frequently and researchers work with them on developing sto- 
The constant change at CNN keeps work here exciting-dif- : ries in the countries from which they report. Access to international 
ferent questions come into our Research Desk each day. The fast - publications and transcripts is essential in assisting these interna- 
pace challenges employees to respond consistently, quickly, and : tional clients. 
with the best possible research. During breaking news events 
this energy and climate is further enhanced. In addition, new 
competition in the cable industry, technological advances, and : 
our ongoing effort to improve our programming also challenge 
us as a companyY log, Westlaw, Autotrack, and others. Internet resources are heavily 
used, as are physical collections of research materials in the library: 
.::i i - CD-ROM, newspapers, magazines, nicroforms, and a core collection 
: of reference books. On the archive side our internal archive database 
I repcrt to Kathy Christensen, our Vice President of yields information about news packages and raw footage stored in 
News Arckives and Research. In terms of the larger hierarchy, - our system that can be used in new production work. 
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Now the information you're lo 
Introducing Insite 2, fur Business and information Professionals 
Suddenly, things are looking up when i: comes tc  delivers timeiy, reievant icformation in easy-to-use 
helping business professionals find the answers reports. Insite 2 for Business Prcfessionzls is sn 
they need. Because with Insite 2: the answers effective tool everybody can use right now. Which 
come looking for them. Its user-friendly ..-.-.- frees yon to spend more time on sophisticzted 
ALEXTS 2re included in the hudget-friendly " resesrch. And if ycu subscribe to 1nSi:e 2 for 
true fiat-fee pricing. In an exciting d e p z ~ u r e  Informazion Professionals, yon'il have just the 
from basic darabase presentation, we've organized ....--.. ._ _.,. 8 . tool for that. We've put a sohxicn iq jyour hands - zrid 
content arouad popular business issues: companies, the rest of your company as weii. Try ont Insite 2 
industries, and peapie. This soiutions ap roach  today, cail 1-800-419-0313 ex:. 2030 
ctrocc resources are a greater financial priority or focus 
than print resources for CNN, largdy because we need to have the 
most re,cent information available for our news research and that 
clunency is usudly found via online sources of information. We've 
always been very conscious of research costs and work to get the 
most bang for our buck in going after research tools. 
sions of end-user tools were not very successful for us because of 
incompztibility ,with other desktop applications and the difficulty in 
maintaining the products on more than a handful of workstations. 
Now that there are better web-based research options for end-users 
lice Lexis-Nexis Universe and Dour Jones Interactive this is a more 
realistic strategy. My goal is to enable many of our reporters to lo- 
cate basic information on their own and free up my staff to spend 
more time on complex research projects. 
ve ~ o v e d  rapidly toward a more "virtual" kind of li- 
brary as new technologies have allowed us to make changes in the 
ways we retiiwe and deliver information. Remote print capability 
allows researchers at our Atlanta headquarters to deliver instant1y 
research. ta reporters in scne bureau locations. E-mail delivery of 
research. has become an attractive option as we've upgraded com- 
puters and rolled out e-mail access to newsroom users. 
CNW's Intranet grows constantly and many departments contrib- 
ute corporate informztion to our Intranet. The Library has both re- 
search and archive efforts in place. Reporters and producers now 
search our archive database over the Intranet. Links to research 
subscriptions, web site recommendations, and breaking story re- 
search are also at their fingertips. A task force is a great idea with 
Intranet develoitment in that it can help initiate a conversatiori 
about corporaIe and news goals for such a project-those goals 
may or may nut be the same. 
for staff to use interndy on our Intranet. CNN Interactive is re- 
sponsible for maintaining our external web site at http:ll 
www,cni?.com. Within our structure, CNN Interactive is essentially 
another CXN nework-like CNNSI or CNNfn, only they are an Inter 
net network We provide research services to Interactive staff. News 
reports airing on CXN make their way to our Interactive site as do 
stories from other information companies with whom we have part- 
nered. A large staff of writers and web specialists maintain infor- 
mation on cnnxom around the clock. 
We have a popular weekly orientation session for new employees. 
Higher-level research sessions are offered as needed. We often 
combine forces with vendors in offering training sessions on end- 
user research tools. 
eo in digital format rather than tape (currently the archive is a mix 
of betacam sp, I-inch reel, and % inch cassette tapes.) One step in 
this migration will be a complete redesign of our archive database 
to take place over the course of the next year. 
tend to think of myself as a combination of an information specialist 
and a journalist. SLA's many members come from environments 
where the "library" may be called the "information center," "research 
center," "archive," "cybrary," etc. The fact that so many of us have 
fowd new names for our libraries would suggest that the words "li- 
brary" and "librarian" may no longer truly reflect our professional 
talents or our responsibilities. This is a good time to examine wheth- 
er Special Libraries Association itself should change its name. 
have found this Division and the assxiation invaluable over the 
years. The News Division has woncerfully energetic members from 
television, newspaper, magazine, and radio organizations around 
the world. A tremendous amount of professional support is avail- 
able to news professionals through this group as we share our dif- 
ferent areas of expertise and problem-solving abilities. This support 
and sharing takes place through various venues: annual and re- 
gional conferences, discussion list activities, the division newslet- 
ter, and in telephone conversations with other members. I'd love to 
see SLA expand internationally and grow into a global information 
resource for our colleagues around the world. The upcoming Global 
ZOO0 Conference in Brighton is a great step in that direction. 
Debra Bade is CNN's Director #News Research and incoming 
Chair-Elect @SLAY News Division. She may be reached via e-mail 
at: debra. bade@tl~me~ com. % 
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Ship to: 
Name 
Organization 
Address -- - 
City, S ta  telProvince 
ZIpjPo:stal Code 
Country -- 
Telephone-- - 
(required for expedited senrice) 
Bi l l  t o :  
Name 
Organization 
Address--- 
City, SratelProvince 
Zip/Postai Code 
Couptry -- 
Telephone 
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Book Order Department 
Special Libraries Association 
1700 Eighteenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009-2514 USA 
Tel. 1-202-939-3673 
Fax 1-202-234-2442 
e-ma i l :  books@sla.org 
Method o f  Payment (check one): 
(prepayment required for all orders.) 
C3 Check or money order enclosed. 
(Make checks payable t o  Special Libraries Ass.) 
El Charge my credit card: 
U Visa Mastercard !J AMEX Diners Club 
Card Number Exp, date 
Signature 
Please send me the following: 
! I i 
Qty. ISBN 1 Title Price ea. j Total 
i I 
! j
1 
- - 1 
i 
Subtotal: 
D.C. Shipment 
[Add 5.75% tax) 
Expedited Svc. 
{ I f  applicable) 
TOTAL: 
P.O. Number 
(university and government agencies only) 
Expedited Service: 
Next Day U Second Day 
If you require expedited service, you will be charged a 
$30.00 expedite fee. All expedited telephone, fax, or e- 
mail orders received after 2:30 p.m. (EST) will be pro- 
cessed the following business day. 
Powerful Information Starts 
with Just One Clitk 
The INSPEC Database 
For Physics, Electrical & Electronics Engineeringf 
and Computing & ControI 
power of a database is deter-nlned not only by the number of records it co~t*s, Oi;: 
also by the quality of its indexing. Wish respected subject experts on stzff, strict qm3ty 
control practices md ~eticuloas ezor-co~ec:ion procedures in place, INSPEC ensures 
that yon'll always get < ~ e  targeted results you expect. Now with over 6 million recor&, 
it is still the most comprehensive SnghsMagzage databzse in the fields of coverage. 
INSPEC deliwers reszc&s that a m  currat, precise a~zd relevant 
New! INSPEC Ondisc 
For the first the INSPEC Database is avziiable on CD-fa3M 
direct from the IEE, =d in a Widows or Web-Lntrmet enviro~zer;_t. 
Take advantage ~ f f w e  backple offerfor B B 9 .  
Contact INSPEC&r more infomatiom. 
Come visit us at the SLA Annuaf Conference 
and Exhibition, Booth t815/817. 
379Thorna.3 Street Edisor,, NJ 08837 
d 
The DMCA added sections l20:1-1205 to the Copyright : 
Act, 5tkd "Copyright Protection and Manzgernent Sys- 
tems." This particular portion of the Act added prohi'%- 
tions on circumventing copyright management. systems, : 
the most technica! and difficult part of the DMCA to under- 
stand. This is the only sectioc of the DMCA that has a d,e- : 
Iayed irnpiementation d a t e i t  is not effective until October 
28, 2000. It prohibits the xanufacture, import, sale, or 
acquired the right to use a copy of a computer program 
ti'lat may require circumvention of a technoiogical measure 
in order to identify and analyze elements of the program 
that are necessary to achieve interoperability with other 
computer programs under cepain conditions. Interopera- 
bility is defined as "the availability of computer programs 
to exchange information and of such programs mutually to 
use the iriormation which has been exchanged." 
tr8:ciiLng in any technology, product, service, device, or 
component that is primarily designed or produced for the 
purposes of circumventing a technological measure that ef- 
fectively controls access to a work. The term ''41 ~mxwen- 
tion" is dehed as "to descrambie a scram'sled work, to 
decrypt an encrypted work, or otherwise to avord bypass, 
remove, deactivate, or impak a technoiogid measure 
withozt the authority of the copyright owner. ' 
There are some important exemptions to this amend- 
menP (1) law enforcement, (2) reverse ergineering, (3) 
encryption research, (4) protection of personally identrfy- 
k g  iqformation, and (5)  security testing. There is also a 
minor exemption for libraries, but it likely wili have little 
mpact. LaMi enforcement agencies are not prokbited from 
Fgr more ~iZf~mlihoii, disabling copyri@t management systems in the course of 
confmt investigating, protecting information security of a govern- 
r a ment compliter, or intelligence gathering. The reverse en&- 
@ a ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ e d $  neering exemption applies tc a person who has lawfully 
Encryption research is lim- 
ited to serious research to ad- 
var:ce the state of the knowl- 
edge in encryption technclogy 
and in the development of en- 
cryption products. In order to 
qualify for this exemption, an 
act of encryption researxi 
must meet several requirL- 
ments. First, the person must 
have Iawfully obtained the en- 
crypted copy of the copyright- 
ed work or the performance or 
display of that work. Second, 
the act must be necessary to 
conduct such encryption re- 
search. Third, the person must 
have made a good faith effort 
to obtain authorization before 
the circumveniion; and fourth, 
the act nust not constitute in- 
fringement under the Copyright Act or ofner laws. 
If the technological measure, or the work it protects, 
contains the capability of co1lectir:g or disseminating 
persorally identifying information reflecting the online 
activities of a person, then it is not a violation to cir- 
cumvent the technological measure. Security testing 
likewise is exempted from this prohibition against de- 
feating technological protection measures if the infor- 
mation derived from such security testing is used sole- 
ly to promote the security of the owner or operator of 
the computer system or network. However, such infor- 
mation derived from the security testing must not be 
used in a manner that facilitates infringement under 
the copyright law. 
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ILy our magic,.. it 
see how fast we can make articles appear 
-. 
Say you receive a request tor an article cr: survival ~aies for four - s% 
,' forms of cancer in the :JSA and it's in the duly issue oi American 
Journal of?ubiic Hezith. Chances are it's on our sheives and we 
621: have a copy of it delivered to ycti rrnrnediateiy, 
- the magic is ir: our on-sire coiiectior: of rnedicai serials - over 17:0f;0 tities 
and 350,000 terns spsnnirlg more thari 10C years - and :ci the friendly, persznai 
response to aii requests. 
Oui- goal is simpie: to Wip you respond to your pa:rol?s - quickiy ar:d efficientiy ir: a 
variety of formats. And yoGr first ]oiirriai article is &g! F y  our magic. 
W e  Nledicai tibrat-f 
Center of New York 
Phone: (212) 423-1630 Fax: (212) 878 - 6697 
amaii: micr:y%@metgate.me:raa~rg or 
mlcny%@metgale.metso.org 
DOCLINE code: MLC CELC code: VVZ 
The exemption for norzprofit libraries, archives, z ~ d  edacationd notmore t k a  $500,000 and/or imprisonment for more than five 
institutions grants to those irlstitutions the right to gak access to a years far 61e Brst offense. For subseqnent offenses, the Bne may 
com~erdaly exploited copyrighted work tkat is encrypted cr other- ' not be more than $1 mgion wit!~ kprisonment of cot more than 
wise protected solely for the purpose of making a good faith deter- ten years. The cri~zrind pen&:es do nct apply to nonprofit iibraries, 
mination of whether to purchase the work. The Iibraiy r;ay not - archives, and e3ucationai institutions, but presilmably I~~rar ies  in 
retain the work longer than is necessav to make ssuk a deterni- Cie for-profit sector are subject to the crimicd penalties. 
nation nor may it, obtain a comnercial advantage or 2nar:ciai gain - For a two-year pericd tkat began at the end cf iast O~ober,  a d  
by circnmventing the technoiogica'i measure. This exemption ap- . dxring each succeedirrg three-year perlod, the Libraviarr of Congress 
pears to offer very little s i x e  any vendor wilo wanted to sdl  ac- . m s t  make a determination of whether users of cr,pyri&ted works 
cess to a protected work would make it available to tke Iibrzrjr for are--or are likely over Cie next three years-to 3e adversely affect- 
the pllrpose of evainating whether to acquire access. ed by these prohibitions in their efforts to mzke non-infringing 
The amendment dso protects the i~ teg i ty  of copyrig% maage- uses of a pazicuiar dass of copyigt;ted works. Tke librarian is di- 
ment information sclch as digital watermarki~g. Knowingly provid- . rected to consider {aj t2e availi~iiity f x  use ofcopfi@:ed works; 
ing false copyright information is prohi5ited as is foe ictentionai - (b) the availabiiity fgr use sf works for nonprofit zrchiva!, preser- 
removai or alteration of such information. vation, m d  edncationai paqoses; (c) Zle i~pac ;  tkat t3.e prohF3i- 
The remedies for the an2-ckcumver:tion prevention provision : ";in or, c3cumvention has on akicism, comes t ,  news reporting, 
are not the usual copyright remedies. An aggrieved p a w  may ob- - teackfng, sr,ilolarship, or ressrch; ac6 (dj the effect of ckmmen- 
rain an injunction and monetW damages. Both actual damages : ',ion technsicgical measures on the market for or value of cspy- 
and any zdditiond profits of the violator as weE as stacJtory dam- - righted. w o r k  If the iibrwian iden5fies such chsses of copyrig!!ted 
ages a n  available, brrt Lie statutory damages are unique. For e x h  . works, he is to pbiish t3e class that v d  excuse ar?yone likely to be 
violation, a successfid plaintiff nay recover from $200 t~ $2,503 a6verseIy affected. This determirration is m:rentIy zncdem~ay. 
per act of ckmmvention. For knowi~gly providing false copyright - Tke anti-circumventior; previsions 2x conksing and it is d i3-  
management ir,fo:ma';ion or removing or altering copyrig& infor- cuIt to medic how C~ey wili be apyEed. The amendment states that 
maticm, the stat~~tory damages range from $2,506 to $25,000 per - asthing affefebs tke fair use defense, but it is :_rr,dear how one could 
act. There are also criminal penalties for wif:11 acts for purposes of . exercise fair use rights ir, using a work if decrypting it in order tr, 
commercial advanage or private financial gain that iicdrrde fines of : permi"; such use violates the iaw, 83 

with these A~ithcritatlve References fro= K. G. §a 
htermattiond S E N  Directory. It's sin& the most 
complete listing of pcbiishers availabie mzywbere: 
e43G,OCO pzbiishers from 210 ccuntries, from 
Afghanistan tz Zimbabwe. 
eEvewhivrg from the r~ajor trade hocses t:, the 
smallest genre pnbiishers. 
eScrne 30,900 publishers that are new or have 
rececriy cceasd cperaticns. 
*Updated addresses for 53% of the database. 
s Neariy 30,OGO hard-:o-hd Pkirms not in th=. 
ISBN system. 
a Thousands of microfo'o;m. video and sob-are  
and :he UK. 
Yvd'iI find up&:& 
iistings and prices fz: 
more than 283,GCO 
* A, Lles from 9,303 
ou jiishers - 
including 21,OGC new enz-ies - arranged for fast, 
easy research: 
~Nzn-fiction works under 158 subject groups in 
the §abject Ga~ide 
*Title, authz-, e&.or, binding, page rIxmSer, 
pubiicadon dzte, publisher code, ISBN, price 
anb m x e .  
publishers .. .. and more. 
Compiete Sct * 3-598222904 = Cvd. $795.00 
Arranged by cmntry and indexed by ISBN an& p b -  
~ ~ t b o r - T i &  e Seprenber 1999 0 3-595.22291-5 2-vol 
lisher name, i ~ s  icvahable resource lets you zero in 3,133 ?p. a $425.03 
on any publisher 2nd its address, phone, fax and teiex Subject Gulde 0 Septer5x; 1999 3-598-22292-0 = 2-voi. 
mmbers - even e-mail zddress - in seconds! 600 pp. $425.33 
September 1999 - 3-598-21608-4 3-voi. hlsc avvaiiabie on CD-3OM as 
3,380 p .  = $410.00 
Aiso available on CD-ROM as 
Rxblisher's International ISBN Directs 
Updated mnually * tWindow-s hterface 
Oneyea- mbscription: $503.00 
Sa~le $130. OO! ~ a b s c r i i i  to&e print m d  
CD-ROM editjors for jus t  $983.00 
The Finance Com~ittee held its spring meeting at the 
association headquarters on April 19. The agenda indud- 
ed topics related to the closing of fiscal year 1998, the re- 
view of FY 1999 finances, and fiscal planning for years 
2.300 and beyond. 
T!e committee reviewed the 1998 audit report and maG- 
agemeGt letter as prepared by the independent acaunting 
firm of Langari Associates. The reports indicate that the as- 
sociation is conforming to generally acceptcd accountir,g 
p$.ciples and is operating under sound policies and pradic- 
es. The 1998 General Fund reports a deficit in the amount 
of $15,663 that will be carried forward to FY 1999 as an op- 
erating expense as approved by the Board of Dkeifors. The 
operating Oeficit is due primariIy to a lower than anticipated 
lwei cf registration from the 1998 Annual Conference. 
Tize committee reviewed the financial statements and 
budget variance report for March 1999. While the finan- 
cia; performance is currently strong, there is some con- 
cern regarding income k membership and the annual 
conference at this point. Staff wid continue to monitor the 
fiscal progress in each of the program areas and report 
variacces from budget. If the financial prospects still 
a w e  concern mid-year the association will enter into a 
financial contingency plan. 
Representatives from Merrill Lynch Asset Manage- 
ment stended the meeting to present the detail regarding 
fie association's isvestment accounts and to pravide in- 
Sigiit inta the performance of the investrraem portfolio. 
The associatioc's reselves and returns are expeaed to re- 
main strong throughout 1999. 
With regard tc fiscal year 2303, the committee re- 
viewed the financial assumptions approved by the Board 
of Directors at the Winter Meeting. The financid assump- 
tions will be incorporated into the Association Program 
Plan and Budget documents deveIoged by the staff. The 
assumptions include: ( I )  the Urban Consumer mice In- 
dex is prcjected to rise approxima'Ley 2%; (2; the ALMS 
Association Financial Index is projected to increase near 
4% which w3I reiate to ar! across-the-board icaease in 
operational expenses; (3) growi~g US. trade deficits will 
ac?daEy help hold down inflation and interest rates; (4) 
overall staffing costs wiil increase by 7% to 8% to fmd 
For more i@r,natim 
 he sa3.ay administration plan as approved by the Board 
contact of Directors and will include the expansion of outsourc- 
Richard Wa!!ace, ing; (5) legal and other professional services wiil contin- 
SLA Peasurer ue to rise at a rate of 5% to 6%; (6) travel and lodging 
(re,~diac@ae.r&i!e:~.cnn?) ccsts vJiII continue to increase 5% tc 8%; (7; farther tech- 
nological advances and the contimed implementation of 
the virtual association will enable tile association to pro- 
vide more products and services in the digital format, of- 
fering potential sources of additional revenue. However, 
the initial period of changing any delivery metiiod causes 
uncertainty. Staff will be faced with offering both digid 
and print formats in undetermined quantities as the initial 
demand may be somewhat vague; (8) %A's international 
interests and exposure wilI contitme to increase, especially 
in relation to Global 2000. This will create greater demand 
for the development, implenientation, aqd delivery of prod- 
ucts and services to a growing international membership. 
With regard to the specific projections for membership 
counts, fhe following assumptions were made in project- 
ing the 2000 figures: (1) the growth in regular and asso- 
ciate memberships wili be significant @early 4%) based 
on current promotional plans; (2) the percentage growth 
in student members will increase over the 1998 and 1999 
actual figures as the Student m d  Aademic Relations 
Committee continues to adively pursue new student 
groups and promote membership in §LA; (3) the decrease 
in the n u ~ b e r  of retired members witi continue to be evi- 
dent. We have experienced an I I % to 18% decrease in 
the number of retired members over the past three years. 
Xowever, the Retired Members Caucus is promoting the 
retired membership quite heavily and we have proposed a 
nodest increase over the 1999 a m a l  figures; (4) the 
dues and fees income figures are based on the rate struc- 
ture in place as of January i, 1999; (5) an adjustment of 
$18,750.00 has been included for 300 unemployed mem- 
bers to pay the one-time 53% redxed regular member 
dues rate of $62.50; (6) as part of the aggressive market- 
ing plans for membership growth, the formation of two 
new chapters is projected. With this projection comes the 
expectation for additional chapter affiliations. 
The committee also spent considerable time in review- 
ing and updating the associatioc's long-range fmancial 
plan; reviewing and adopfing practices and protocols for 
SLA's evolving fund development program; and defining 
financial objectives relating to the fundii,g of the Diversi- 
ty Leadership Development Program, chapter visits; unit 
allotments; and capibi expenditures. 
The Financial Committee will meet LlfoImally at tne An- 
nual Conference in June. Xie fali meeting is tentatively 
scheduled for September 27, 1999, at tne Association head- 
quarters where the main foms w i  be the FY 2000 Budget 
and the Association's Long-Range Financial Plan 8 
information [luf;looh June 1999 53 
For a number of years: I have been pubIisZng news- 
lezers for various organizatiocs an6 in various formats: 
print, e-mail, and on <?e web, The advantages of digital 
over paper make eiectmic newsletter p'clblishing espe- 
ciaUy a t a c t b ~ e  when knds  are iimited. You no longer 
worry about pa?&: and posage costs. Yo3 doa't fiddle 
wifn printing and pasting address labels. You don't i?m 
to teiirn and use compliczted layout and publishing s&- 
ware. Eistribution is practirdliy instanhneous. If you d- 
ready have experience producing print newsIezers, many 
of your s k i s  wili transfer over into tke electronic nedi- 
m .  However, before  yo^ make t2e decision to go digi%.I: 
3 helps tL? familiarize yourself with some of a sks  chat are 
unique to dectrcnic publishing. Son?e of tke Gifferences 
you will encounter between prizt 8x6 dectronic media in- 
clude design m d  iayour, distribution, publiciv, subscri5- 
er Iist ~aintenance, and handling back isszes. 
If ysu a n  converting zn existing prkt ~~evvsletter k o  
an dectroanic publisatkm. note that many design details 
that w ~ r k  ~ p h t  don't trmsiate wen Lato debtor& for- 
mat. For example, colors m~ graphics p a  pose problems 
even for web-pcblished newsIeZers. Choose colors carehi- 
ly; colors that Iook great k printed aateriais a be unat- 
tractive m i  disxactiag on the screen. If ycur newsletter is 
sponsored by aan organizatioc Liat &easy hzs ident-'&xg 
cobas ad logos, t r j  to match them in your web ne'fi~det- 
ter. This w3 provide a consistent appearance and hdp 
readers identify yonr publication with y o u  organization. 
Do keep gr2pEcs and their fde sizes to a. mkimm; read- 
ers with slow Internet connections will appreciate graphics 
dzat don't take forever to appex on tkek screens. 
There z e  many kzsic web design guides (Soti? bcoks 
and web sites) that yo2 can consult for 1ayok;t acivice. ja- 
kob Xielsen's "A.lerb:3ox" is a good s o m e  of tips-see 
paiticularly the January 24, 1999, column, "Differences 
Beween Print Desigx and Web Desigx" w~nrw.useit.coml 
aIer~box/996:24.f?txd. 
E-maii-only newsletters pubiished as plain text force 
you to iimit your design options even kther .  However, 
Iimied !aynit doesn't have to meaa iousy laymt, E-md 
newsIetters can benefit from even the most rudimenb,y 
gaghic desig: nse spaces or other devices to separate 
&ides; 3real artices 39 into easy-to-ahor'9 paragraphs; 
point yonr readers to 3 web site where they can view aay 
son-:ex: nderids. t i e  Ien&~s are important in e-mail 
newsieZers-watch out for the '.disappezi~g end of lice" 
V J ~  Iine ienshs em&. the vJ',dth of the rezder's saeen. 
it's a good idea tc send yourseif a copy of the newslettar 
and <?en iriaw ,it on a small-screen xon i t~ r  so you can 
get a preview of v,<'iar: many of your readers wiii encoun- 
ter. You z a y  h d  you need to adjust !he length or line 
beaks before e-mailkg 9ut the En$ copy. 
Pu,~jjcizir?c Y S ~ T  Wewjjetter 
2nd  ~ ; ~ t t i c ~  .2 Szbsc;ibers 
Currently there are Few companies where jrou'il be 
Ccniin~ed, page 58 
E A R C H A B L E  
If you're looking for ar, electronic 
111 text solution for your orgain- 
zation, look no further. Ovid 
offers the only truly integrated 
full text solution in the business. 
HUNDREDS OF JOURNALS 
90 BIBLIOGRAPHIC D A T A B A S E S  
With hundreds of full text STM 
journals and 30 popular biblio- 
graphic databases - consoiidated 
under a single interface and joined 
by over a d i m  iinks - Ovid pro- 
vides a one-of-a-kind aggregzted, 
integrated, and fuily-searchable 
solution that unlocks the full 
power of electronic information. 
Join ovid at booth #622-624 for a 
live, one-on-one demonstration of 
our innovative interfaces and our 
cuttingedge database implemen- 
tations, including Journals@Chid, 
our new, online full text database. 
C a l i  t t 4 O O l  9 5 0 . 2 0 3 5 ,  o r  p o i n t  y o u r  b r o w s e r  t o  w w w . o v i d . c o m  f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n .  
8r: :Re het, %E p q e  54 known." When %e re.:eEkg end can't route the e-md to a user on 
able to purchase a iist of e-mail addresses to get your subscription $3 system, you'll get an automated error message noti%& y m  &at: 
list started; however, there are a number of WZJ~S you can get po- your message couldn't be delivered. Some distribution so3ware v& 
tentid subscribers to come to you. Try advertising your newsletter try to zutcmati&y remove inactive addresses from the subscrrse: 
in print pilbIicaeions, both in and outside your orgzniza~on. Use list, but none seem to do a compke job. So resign yourseif to peri- 
other dectronic newsletters in reiated fieids as sources for publzcity. o d i d y  deleting non-functioziig addresses. 
Just as you are, their edtors are constantly looking for content, lf your newsletter is oSy published on the web, do y m  need a 
They may be h a ~ p y  to announce yoblr publication, especially if p u  subscriber list? Maybe. A web-pxbIisbed n e ~ v s k ~ e r  makes mcre fie- 
provide them with a ready-to-use copy of your acnouncement with masds oc its readers. They have to remezber to check the site ped- 
details on how to subscribe. o d i d y  to see if tt;lere3s a. new issue. 3 keep your readers c m h g  
For either e-mail or web newsietters there are several free elec- back to your riewsieEer site, think about setting UP a ~aiiiiiiag Zist to 
tronic resource announcemed services available. Before sabmitting d e s  readers when new %issues are put on the web. You sizodd in- 
your newsietter announcement, check out any submission guide- dude tiye table of contexs k the messzge to engage h3ir i~ t e~es t .  
lines so you don't waste t i m  submitting irmformation to services 
that we not interested in you: newsletter's su3ject area. 3 ? ~ <  j s ~ e s  
Amther advanzge eiectronic newslezers have over print is in 
Here are some suggested announcement sites: de&g with back km-s. Y3nr newsietter never goes ozt of print 
Ne 7~ j o'az when it's archived on the web 3ist:ibufion s c % w e  often cas ha- 
http:/!gon.ucsd.eduhewjour! d e  C?e archiving chore au:omaZdy znd preserve your newsletter 
CoIgrsda g;%Uiatrce sf P&searstr Lihrzries E-journal as a piain text file. if yon: e- rd1 newslet%: isdudes web iinks fe 
k$&& its &ides, consider archiving the issues as web pages, using 
m.coaalliance.org;ejourn& XTML 2gs. Readers then easily link to the sites. 
The &0a6 R e p ~ ~ d  
hnp:i/siout.cs,wisc.edui~~~~tiregon/index.ht.mI '-> c - - P c  q n v  ?,pep -.-r "--ic..- >\, d b < .  uc - L b " 4 c ~ K .  !..WP y s  12 k , \C<VL 1 
NeZ',- Ifapperdags 8ne of the fleasures of publishizg dectrorji: ce~7sIette;s is &e 
http:!!scou~~.w~c.edu/scoutJ~tet-hapIindex.html GXQG you m expect &om sibscribas. 'Be speed casmhess of 
Intenet mmuniation mikes :eaders nore comfomble comu,?i- 
Try fiese sites for announcing newsletters t h t  are on@ caling with a neu&%er's edim It is net unexpected to receive e-mxil 
published or are archived on the we$: fro% rezders just mimtes ~,4er you'w se2t out yom iatest issue. 
& h i t  El Free Readers PS send you tbek cormen's mind q u e s h s ,  rot$ yon of 
wm~~. sitcomet coml changes of 5 Wir addresses, zq6 ales yycr~ of emrs 5 the newletter. 
Qwik L@xnc'rr Inclade as mach cmtact informatkx as possLbl;Ie i r ~  e v e ~ j  issue: 
www.qwiklaunch.coml your name; e-maii address, postal address, te'rephoae numk:, fax 
~ d d  K! nunicer, etc. If your cewsletter is @:ished on the web, consider 
~diquidmaging.~oWsabmit~ providing a for2 that readers can r;se to secd you feedSack. You 
Xer Armnznc& can set up 'ke feedback ffcrm to sene readers a szcdard ackncwl- 
www.erspros.com/net-z~~oun~;index.phmJ edgement of receipt. However, a more ~ersonalized reply fzom you 
:s wen better, if yo3 can take foe m e  
C:c:~:a:~c~ " i J 3 ~ , n a ~ e ~ y ;  
- 
,!kzqaat?c SjlSse.'cerj S C ' " ~  ; 52; .s\s:i,ce 
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Wow that you've got y ~ u r  newsletter mitten and publicized, Rbiishing ymr decxronic cewsietters can mean stretching yyar 
what's next? if your newslezer is dstri:outed by €-ma$ you% have t?chI?icd skills, Be patiest m d  give yoursdf perm~ssion b sake  
to create ill& subscriber iist. Your distribution system may have some ristakes. Tken enjoy the rewzds. An dectronic newsieEer BE 
commands that d o w  you to have excksive coa'trol over the circu- be a vakabie marketnng and pubiic rela',ons teoi for yozr orgmkza- 
!ation list, This is usefd uiif you want to restrict who car, receive the tioign. It's a low cost way to provide authoritative kfor~ation,  advice, 
newsletter. However, if your newsletter is freely available, it wili be and instmaion tc staff, clients, or =stoners. It w i  get you noticed 
less werk for you to let peopie subscribe themselves. Keep ic mind by more peopk i ~ i 5 2 : ~  and ostside your ~ r g ~ i z a t i o n .  Y m  may ever;, 
sdf-sewice subscribing doesn't get you comspleteiy out of Cqe bog; get a suyriskg number of nice ietters frox apprecia5ve readen, Iet- 
some people wii1 still ask y3u to handle the subscriptioc rocess for tiqg yoz knov~ that your wcrk has a posithe irpact. if y w  do get 
them. Nways indude instructions on both how to subscribe and negative comer&s, doa't dweE 312 them, but see if there is s o x -  
how to unsabscribe to the newsletter in every issue. %is wi2 cat thixg iz the coxTens that y ~ u  car: cse to improve your nev~sleT9x 
down on. but not necessarily eliminate, the number of messages Above &, don't forge:: CLQ take time 23 enjoy the experience 
asking yoa how to get off the subscriber list. For a list of useM books, arti~ies, aad web s~tes for 
After your news!cEer 32s been sent out, get ready for "bomced,' eiectronii newsletter pxbiishers see: v$:~~~~.unc.edul-kotliis! 
e-mail, tke electronic equivalent of "Retm to sender; ad&ess un- sarc99.htd#read. c\- d 
started using NewsLibrary - 60 newspapers 
d some ga back more than 20 years. It's great! 
NewsLibrary.com is a powerful, efficient tool for professional researchers containing the archives of more than 
60 newspapers with millions of newspaper articles -- some going back more than 20 years! NewsLibrary is your 
cc)mpreherrsive full-text newspaper archive available for only $77 per month. For more information contact 
Steve Rubin at Mediastream: 800-888-6195 ext. 4404; fax 215-239-4150; email: srubin@krmediastream.com 
' A Knighi Kidder Company 
During a recent saSbatid leave research project, I criteria-pltaln a mhimrr, of 10,OQC ir&iduaI map 
evzIuated fne content of Iibrzy web sites as it related to sheets; have more than f i  percerit of the coU&ion Be 
iijrary map coaedions. The web searches were conducted made cp of rare naps (as opposed to reproductions or" rare 
&ring July and Aug~s t  1997, and the analysis of the maps); or, have been idenkied as hawig iq-hcelse dec- 
sites prodwed some tiiought-provoking data, incinding mnic Eap resources. Applyhg these crimia, 232 map ml- 
gave concerns about how we zre presenting our l?mrks lectkxs were sdected for the study g m p .  Eke cdections 
to oar rwtorners. in the study group ranged in size from fewer Clan one- 
hmked  to more than four ~jliion sheets, and hcl-~ded ac- 
Using both pri~ted and e1ectronic sources, I compiled 
a list of more than 1,000 ma? coBections, representing 
most of the major, identifia5ie collections in Cie t'nited 
States and Canada. A smIIer se~dy  group, which met the 
needs of my research project, was selected from this list. 
The primzry criterion f x  hclusion in the study g o q  
was that tize parect library have a web see. P~rther, the 
mar, coBecion had ts meet at least one of three additiond 
aderic, pnblic, state, federa!, and specill IiSraries. 
As my research progressed, i fwnd &it it was 
sometims surprisingIy difficult t~ get information 
about map collecti'cions from library v~eb sites. Some 
sites dzscribed Cze types of mps in the c&ec5ons, 
others provided information abo'dt computer m a ~ p h g  
sof%wire and application ~roduckx z fev~ were limited 
t~ web l i k s ,  and one provided a. list of a3 the xaps in 
5ie coilection. 
Duricg a brief pilot study, I had developed a list of 
items pel-thent to my research, whi& 1 thou@t 
shoald be inclrrded in web sites. Tl~e list was eventmi- 
ly pared to seven items: physical location of the ma? 
ccllection within fne libray. hours of operaikm, tde- 
phone number, collection development statement, de- 
scription of collection ~oztents inchding G?-ROM Fro- 
grzms and mapping so_%are, eIedronic l i d !  to other 
web sites, and circuIation policy. These items were es- 
pecialiy lxportant Sf the map co3ection opemted unde: 
different rules from Lie pa ra t  library. 
Examining the inl'omztion that was compned for 
the sites in the study grcu?, it was possible 'Ls ass@ 
eac5 site to one of four g o u p :  ( I  j separate map web site 
(2)  map collection described (3) map coEection men- 
tioned {4) map collection not me~zoned. fie criteria 
that I nsed to establish :be four goups were devebped 
from mjr observations of tbe dBerent stgiies and coxtents 
of the web sites I analyzed [I]. 
Assigning each web site to one of the four goups 
produced the folowiag breakdown: seventy-four of the 
libraries (37%) had sepsrate we5 sites for their map 
collections, thirty-nine (19%) des&bed tk& co2e&ms, 
tiurcy-Eve j 17%) mentimed their collec- 
tions, and f i - f o x  (27%) made no mention 
of thet. map collections, 
The d8erences in format and contents 
among the varioks web sites did not appear 
to bear any relationship to the type of li- 
brary, the size of the map collection, the 
size of the staff, sr the geographic location. 
The choice of web site format and content 
seemed to be random rather than related to 
any identifiable characteristic of the collec- 
tion and may* in fact, have been a reflection 
of  he background and interest of the web- 
master more than anythmg else. 
T h e  has ~assed since this study was 
done, anc. web sites have undergone much 
modification and updating, but the results at 
the time of the m d y  were both interesthg 
and disco:xaging. Of the 202 libraries in the 
study groap, fiftyfour made no mention of 
their map collection, while another thuty- 
five mentioned it but gave no, or few, details 
about the locatioa, size, contents, or other 
items thal [ estab'iished as being necessary 
for a web site. All of the libraries were iden- 
tified as having a map collection, yet a 
shocking total of eighty-nine libraries (44%) 
gave a major d e c t i o ~ ,  within their library 
little or no web site publicity. Shame on them 
for omittQ~g details about their map collec- 
tions! As a map librarian and geographer, I 
am distressed tbat on one hand the lack of 
geographic knov~ledge of our youth is well- 
documented, while on the other hand librar- 
ies with an estaf;dished web presence are not 
taking the oppo~mity toadvertise their map 
collections. Adinict.edy, the web sites in this 
study were not randomly selected, I have not 
done a study ushg randomly selected web 
sites, and I bave not made a similar study 
for other !ypes of library collections or ser- 
vices. However, I believe it unlikely that I 
identified a gmup of sites that was heavily 
skewed toward wider-representation of map 
collection data, or that map collections are 
the only collectioc or senice that has been 
overlooked or under publicized on web sites. 
Maybe it is time to reexamine the content of 
our web sites to see exactly what we are pro- 
viding for 3ur cyber customers. 
jllcriteria for these four groups are 
available from :he author. 8 
(fiis m-tice was adaptedf/m an earlier ver- 
s h  that qvpeared in the Penngdvania Library 
Asson'ation Bullelfin, September I998.) 
Get the Power Tool for 
Competitive Intelligence that 
(yields more needles) 
per haystack. 
JO,P he growing number of stlccessfbi btlwesses that have come to reiy or: 
Newscast by Wc2vePhore, the mas: power3, web-basea bwlness :nbmat~on sewce. 
Etch cay Newscas! accurately f!!te;s more than 100,000 news stories against 
8 .  
more tscn i ,5X,000 custom search ~ r r s  baccornpirsli; his, kwscast was buh 
amna the saw :evoIbtiomy pattern matchtng +echno:sgy bsed by govermeni 
~~eliigence agt.nctes Exci~siveiy avcllable ,ri Newscag, +is p r o i ' l i n ~ ~ s t e ~  deiivers 
u .:ai'ne res~lts oC a you: 9ews searches 
As h e  fix- web &see a 4  in:ranet ready, 100% o~fsotrcea Stlsiness pews servce, 
Newscast wiii have you tip ard rmmg faster, w& no cn-sik servers aqd no cosr 
of ownershp LS ?cdaY at w.newscast corn 10 i:d o ~ t  how Newscast 1s 
heidrg ccslpases k e  ycurs stay ahead of camper:! en 
1 I W a v e P h o r e  
www.rrewscast.com 
In the USA: 1-800-748-3737 1 
In Canada: 2-800-66&9215 ! 1 N E W S C A S T  
We Put Information Po Work. 
0: 099. Newscast 1s o product of WavePhore, lnc. NASDAQ:WAVO 
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We at headquarters often hear the drumbeat 
from tile membership, the call for promoting the value 
of the profession to exec~tives acd senior managers. It's 
a wonderf~l responsibility for SLA to zssume, an2 we're 
doing our best to respond to the cali. Otlr media rela- 
tions efforts have borne many successes this year. We 
expect the trend to continue, so long as technology con- 
tinues to blast staggering amounts of information onto 
our desktops, into our lives. Vie also seek to devise new 
tools for yon to implement in the oagoing fight 'lo aker 
the perceptions of your profession. 
Changing perception is an arduous task-one that re- 
quires commuaications savvy and, quite frankly, nerves 
of sted. Today, we mnst relate to organizational deci- 
sion-xnakers in their language: mat is is iiibrary's r e a m  
on investment? %at's ti?e cost-benefit? Is y o x  role a 
support function or a core competency of the orgaciza- 
tion? Some organizationai leaders understand your pro- 
fession's value, and practice what they preach. i3ut most 
For more infomation, simply don't get it. In the future, as new wwes of edu- 
contact cated professionals enter the workforce and take oc ex- 
John Crosbj emtive and managerial roles, new ideas and attkddes 
/john-c@s!a.orgj, will take shape. It is oar job to try to m i d  ',i?ese idea  
and a t tk~des  before 52ey evolve, so we car, all speak the 
same Iangage. 
Lq between these m o  pkses, Clough, we mist wo& 
with a crop of bud&li;lg and %are maqagers ad exemtives, 
nost of whom have a &TL gasp of tile essential d'zaElenges 
spportmities ior,ceaxg C'ze fiow of infsmtion within 
orgznLizations. They know that deskto? ccmputer access ca.r 
?ut infomatior; ;it the Fagertips of every employee. They 
realize that swh access hzs an irIfrlite level of poten'LiaI (for 
now). B e y  ~r?derstanC the v d ~ e  of intellectual q i t a l ,  ar,d 
~e importance of sh&g kcowledge. Vet they Iack the k -  
dame&% reagrlition that information-and thm, knowl- 
edge-arsot be mnaged by each a d  every erqloyee, lest 
a a q a n y  with thousads of empoyees might experience 
"infoma2on mxchy." They believe technology solve 
most of an orglimticn's kfomtion-related needs anC. 
problems. Zt is this generation of management that w3 ush- 
er in the qge of ibrarian-Criven Itnowkdge magement-if 
we help them realize our value. 
This is where your competencm come to fr&ioio By 
working with decision-makers (and even t h e  who 
aren't deciswn-makers) to develop r,ew ideas and strate- 
gies far meting 5'zeir information needs, you *wii begk 
paving Cle way for a greater perception of you: val-~e. Re- 
me~ber .  You $ready how valnabk yon are; it's 
your colleagws who need to be convinced! 
Take C'ze time t;! Bad oxt what % h e  sky" i~fcrmation 
needs y o ~ r  cwtomers have, 'lizen find a way to meet 
those needs. Doc't guarantee resalts up froz! The golden 
nrle of customer service is to promise good, the2 deiiver 
great. Your baseiine level of sewice shonld be tc ensure 
an adequate, but consisten:. delivery of your prodzt. 
Once yon've achieved consistency, then you can move on 
to exceeding customer needs when possible. Eefon long, 
you'll be exceedicg ms'Lomer needs conslstentiyi 
Ivioresver, Rnd new ways to get your nressage out to 
employees who wouid cot ctherume be aware. If yow 
compny's xarketir,g depxtmnt, for instmce, isr!t fully 
using p n r  library's services, be proactive! Meet with the 
depa5me~t's management. Write a promotiond piece for 
their internal newsietter if 2iey don't hwe one, ask the 
manager to send a gronp e-ma2 to aE enployees. Wk:ere 
tllere's z w2,  there's a way 22 
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DESKTOP ACCESS TO COUCWILlNK DOCKETS Ohl \NLS;ILLI.W 
'You askeied for it and it's here! 
Now you can get court dockets without the hassle of 
drivicg, 2arking and waiting in line. You can monitor 
cases without having to leave your desk! 
,, X7ith CourtLink Dockets on 
MTestlaw. you can access the 
docket reccrds of nore than 80 federai district cozrts, 
7G bankruptcy courts, nine US. Co~irt of Appess, New 
. . Yori  state courts and three Texas counties 24 hours a 
day - m i  just when the court is open! 
They're zpdated daiIy and complete. You can view 
court cde?dars, litigztlon status, outcome of prior 
litigation, baclkgoucd checks of case participants, co.u-t 
fees and payment reccrds. Just fill ir, the blank and you're 
on your way. 
If you need help - even on weekends or in the middle 
of the night - the West Group Reference Attorneys are 
just a toil-free call away. 
CourtLink Dockets on Westlaw. Cne more way West 
Group is using powerfd new technology to deliver 
Information on your terms. 
After all, why drive when you can click? 
"7 
i o learn inore about the new shortcut tc court dockets 
on Westlaw, c d  1-800-757-WEST (1-800-757-9378), 
ext. 65585. 
Bancrok-Whitney . Clo:k Boardman Collaohan 
Lawy~rs Cooperative F~blishing .Westlaw" -West Publishing 
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to  an information s o h t i o n  far the n e x t  millennium 
Toc much infcmation ... or not enough? Either can be a tough hurdle ro clear on ycur race to 
find what you need to know. Let LEXISm-NEXISO pave :he way with Y2K compliant research 
soi~tions that are reiiable, accurate acd comprehensive. And that helps you pinpcint i q o z a c t  
information quickly and efficientiy. 
Want to know mcre? Call LEXIS-NEXIS at 1-800-227-4908 or visit www.lexis-aexis.com 
-&A membm of the Xeed E i s w ~ r  pk group 
. - ,. 
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to take the 
direction. 
imagine if every person or department 
within your company couid have rhei: 
ow!: site on  t h e  corporate intranet 
preciseiy tailored t o  thefr needs. From 
there, they could condsci searches - 
desisned and customized by you - tha t  
mine the  vast information collection of 
The Dialog Corporatio?,  delivering 
t a r s e t e d ,  timely resuits. Users could 
I n k  directly t o  a customized iist of 
current  h o t  topics in the i r  a r ea  of 
interest and be kept abreast of crucjai 
breaking news as it happens. 
The intranet TooiKit offers a fiexible 
environment tha t  will allow y o ~  t o  flex 
your kqowiedge and skili t o  create The 
best posGb/e service for yodr clients. 
There are no boundaries. The p ~ t e n t i a l  
is limitless! 
